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ABSTR~CT

This t.hesis is a st.udy of t.he ~yntact.ic struct.ur-es of Chinese
p:-everbal NPs, wh':'ch is one of the promin~nt. char-acterist.ics of the
Chinese language. Chapter t";olO displays various preverbal NPs in
Mandarin Chinese, which are derived fr"m the basic word order. Tn
this chapter, t.he most important preverbal NP, subject (pre-51, is
e:{plained within the generati'Je grammar framework.

Chapte~' tl"lr<;;e in ....~st igates fronLed objects in the posit ion
between the subject 8:1d the verb (pre-Ol, and presents some
.!.icen~ing conditions for such prevcrbal objcc:.s. It is also Shown
that there is a semantic restri.:tion, i.e., subject-ohject
substitutabilit:,.', that obstructs object movement.

Chapter four discusses topicallzation in Mandarin Chinese.
It. is claimed that the tOpic in topicalization (p::e-TII i.::; in the
SPEC of CP, leaving a covert trace i)r overt anaphor that is a
:-esumptive element in the Object position. Such a topic differs
from the preverbal object because the topic, not the preverbal
object, has a co:nment clause upon which it is predicated, even
though they are bot.h t.heta-marke-l bjl the verb.

Chapter (h'e deals with two types or topic; the topic
associat.ed with prepositions (pre-T21, and the topic which is an
extract.ed possessor /liP (pr~-T31. It. is argued that every pre-T2
must ha.ve an appropriate ;::·':J:.,:sition preceding it in D-struc:ture,
and that a pre-T2 is ""s,,ig.,ed a thet.a role by the predicat.ion
tt.rough th':' preposition. T;lis chapter also presents the fact that
a pre-T) is extract.ed .~c'jm the subject position quit.e freely, but
that t.his e:{traction is restricted in certain cases from the object
positi:m. It is shown that there is an interesting similarity
between the object movel:lent and the pre-T) extraction, that is,
'~hen t.he possessor N~ is in the object position, SUbject-possessor
substitutability blocks the e:{traction.
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;..t:.bre\·':'acion.;'.:

AS? -----------> Aspectual marker (in litoi!ral translation:;)
.l'.sper.t projection (in tree structures)

CL ------------;> c lassi f ier

CM ------------> Case m!lrker

1<\'; ------------> r:1arl:er of Attribute

:-IS ------------":0 :~ary.er of Su;)plenent

?AS -----------> Passive J1'.orph~me

PAST --------~-> past Tense

PER -----------;> P~rfecti\'e Aspect

PL ------------> plural suffi:-:

pas -----------., p-:ssessive marker

(;·1 ------------" ':juestior, :nat-:";er



Chapt.er One

Int=odu.:t.ion

i.\ Pr"verb<ll NPS (D=e-NPsl in Chinese

Pre'/~rbal NPs (pre-~l?sl: 3:-e one of the important properties

of Chi.nose l'H1glJa'-;le.· A comparison of English wi.th Chinese sho·.. s

that Chinese pre-NPs can be characterized. as follows:

A. There can e:dst :nore than one NP prior to the main verb

or predicate beside ... the subject in a Chinese sentence, but not in

En'Jllsh. Fvr instance:

(ll Z.h.~~..t..i iintian~~ dou mei fenqi;
this issue today class forty body all have-no divergence
'Today for this issue, none of all the fc.rty people in the

class has a dive=gence'

b. 'This issue today the class forty pe·,)ple all have no
d.ivet·gence

The::,:, are four NPs in f=ont of the verb mei ' have no' in the 'Aell-

formed Chinese sentence (II. This is not permitted in a English

sent~nce, .'IS shown in Ob).

B. tn :Tl,3ny cases the word order of pre-NPs in a Chir.ese

s011tence i.s fle:·:ible, unlike that in English.. as shown in (2-41:

(;:) Xueslleno-men wancheng-le gongke
student CL finish PER exercises
'The students have finished the exercises'

\)) a. Gongke ~:uesh'i!no-men wancheng-le
e:"ercise student CL finish PER
'The students have finished the exercises'



b. 'The e:·:eccises tr,t? st",jd~nts h.~':e fin:shed
(It is u:13cceptabl'£! in no~mdl intonation.)

(.;) a. :<lJ"shen~-m~:1 aar-okE' '.'Ianc:-ae:"lg-l<2'
s:.uaent C!.. e:·:e:-:;ise :'ir:ish PER
, The students have f inis~2d t:'0 e:·:erci 50S'

'The student$ the <O':·:ercis<O's have finish~d

The NP o~na:<~ , exercises' can appear either after the v02rb as

(2), be{::>re the subjec:. as in (3a), or even betwe.~n the st:bject

and the verb as in (4a); but apart f~ot:l the normal order of (21.

:he ;:::1glis:-. e:·:arnples \}c) d;1d (4b) are all ungramm,ltir.;:J.l :>entenc.;>s.

C. The pre-~JPs i:1 (1) 3.:-e :Iot all obligatory in the

G:':"":1 sl.::':i7:io:,:1t cO:-.t.,.;·::., one can drop any, 0ven illl of

'.:.hem. Therefore, the se:itences in 15), all 'ldriants of (1), arc

g::-ar:l:Tlatica~ in Chinese:

(5) a. ~went~ dcu mei fenqi
this issue al ~ ha'le-no divec':J,?nce
, There is nc di"'<2'~::;ence f.:or this issu\:,'

~ dc'; :r.e1. fengi
fOrti' body all ha'Je-no divergence
'All of t:-:te fo::ty people have no di'lergence'

Jintian dau mel f-:nqi
today all have-no di'Jergence
'Today there is nc divergence'

d. Me!. fenqi
have-no divergence
'There is no divergence'

As one of the Sino-,ibetan languages, Chinese has little

inflecr.ior,al mo::-phology in its se:ltences, so the presence of

numerous pre-NPs cannot be explained as being only controlled by

overt grammatical features. This thesis will in'lestiqate those

p::-e-NPs and attempt to determine the licensing conditions to

account for their distriblJtion.



1.2. I Th~ CO:'l:.rQversy About Subject & C''''ject

In 1955, pre-UPs were first discussed in Chinese linguistic

circles in P. R. China, as part of the question of what \~ere

subject and object in Chinese. Because of the many pre-NPs in

Chinese, it is not easy to determine which NP is subject and which

is object in a sentence such as (6):

(hi ?:t,e-ben shu ~ kan-guo
chisel.. book 1" readPAST
'I r.?ad thi.s booit;'

T·,IO different criteria ',Iere used to identify subject and

object: meatl:':1g and word order. In terms of meaning, zhe-be1L2!ill

'this book' is the object of t.he verb kan 'read', because 'book'

['efers to the target of the action. In contrast, a word-order

approach would view 'book' as the subject of the sentence, since it

OC(.IU·S i.n the initial p'.'sition of the sentence.'

!::till cont.inues for discussion (see Lli 19"9).'

This debate

Both criceria appear too simple to explain a complicated

phenomenon. In Chinese, there are a number of sentences such as

(71 Zhe-iian shi Zhanasan hen you ~
this CL thing Z. very have experience
'Wi:.h this thing, 2hangsan has much eKperience'

Using meaning as the determining factor, ·...e find it difficult

to e:-:plain what qrammatica.L function the initial NP , this thing'

h.~s in ,71. It cannot be either the object of the verb, or the

subject of the sentence, because t.he verb 'have' alr&ady has



'e:~perience' as its object, and ~h(l.~ is the subject since

Zhanasan is tl:~ possessor vf 'experience'. According to the

criterion of order, 'this thing' is the subjeCt. This creates a

problem, however, since in sentences (8) and (9) which I~ave exactly

the same meaning as (7), the subjects must each be different:

(8) Zhanasan zhejian shi hen you jingyan
Z. this CL thing very have experience
'Zhangsan has much e:.;perience with ~.his thing'

(9) Dui zhejian shi Zhangsan hen y01J jingyan
to this CL thing Z, very have experience
'With this thing, Zhangsl,n has much experience'

In (8) Z!'1anasan, based on word order, is the subject instead

of ' this thing', the subject in (7). Ever. less re<!.sonable is the

conclusion, according to this criterion, that in (9) the

prepositional phrase 'with this '.hing' is the subject. Obviously,

such a notion of subject is too extensive to be a useful linguistic

definition.

A breakth:::ough came when Chao (1968) propC;'i~~d the term

"topic" to e:·:plain some pre-NPs in Chinese. In terms of Chao' 5

approach, the subject-predicate relation usually represents actor-

action meaning; "but in Chinese, the proportion of applicability of

che actor-action meanings, "., is still very low, perhaps not much

higher than 50 per cent, and the wider conception of topic and

comment is much more appropriate" (p. 70). Chao also says (p. 69):

"The grammatical meaning of subject and predicate in a Chinese

sentence is topic and comment", in other words, he equates topic

and subject, His main purpose in proposing "topic" is to refer

those pre-NPs other than "actors". Chao distinguishes between main



:;'.J:'jr~-:t. and claus'3 subj,=ct. (pp. 95-6). In t.erms of Chao, a full

~;~nt. ..=n';".: ,;an D{:: tr.e predicate of anoth.;!r subject that is the main

s'.Jbj",ct, whil.;! the subject in the predicate is a clause subject.

r,e,;ord';'ng to this view, pre-NPs in fact appear at different levels

in <J s(~ntenc",.

Li F, Thompson (1976) take up the term ' topic', but

distinguish topic from subject in Chinese. Li Iii Thompson claim

(19Bl:15): "One of the most striking features of Mandarin sentence

:":tfllcture, <Ind one that sets Mandarin apart from many other

1,1r.'Ju<Jy~~s, is th.:>t in adc1itic.n to the grammat.ical relat.ions of

'sllbj.~,:t.' and 'direct object,' the description of Mandarin must

<,150 include the element 'topic'. Because of the importance of

'topic' in ,.h~ grammar of Mandarin, it can be termed a topic-

prominent language." Li Iii Thompson (1976:1161-66) use seven

r:rit':!ria to distinguish between a topic and a subject as follows:

(10) a. T'Jpics must be definite.

b. A topic Heed not have a selectional relation with any
"erb in a sentence.

Verb dF'termines "Subject" but not "Topic".

d. The functional role of the t.opic is constant across
sent~nces .

Topic-predicate agreement is very rare.

f. The surface coding of the topic always involves the
sentence-init.i<3l posi,:ion.

g. The r~f1exi\'e pronoun generally maries a co-referential
relation with the subject of the sentence.

Such criteria lay a foundation for topic to be a constituent

of a se:ltenc;:e.



1.2.2 ?~e-N?s ~oJi:hin the Generative Grall'JlIar fral':leloo'ork

In the 1980s, a number of linguists analyzed Chinese within

a generative gram.'tIar framework. Pre-NPs have been discussed in

some of these works.

Huang (1982) claiC'ls that there are two types of topic in

Chinese: those which can be naturally analyzable as derived (rnm

the underlying SUbjeCt-predicate sentence by movement. as in (11)

and (12) belo'';, and those which must be base-generated in the

initial position of the senten,='d as in OJ) and (14l below:

(ll} Zhanosan., ta <:hidao wo :dhuan t: (Huang 0982:87)}

Z, he know I like
, Zhang3an, he knows ! 1 ike'

(121 Zhanosan de babajl ta hen <:unjing t., (Huang (1982:8711

Z. ?OS father he very respect.
'Zhangsan's father, he respeCtS very much'

(131 Shuiouo, ""0 :lui :dhuan :danajiao (Huang (1982:86))
fruit I mOst like banana
'As for fruit, I like banana most'

(141 Tamen, !!Q kan!li, L.i kan !!.Q. (Huang (1982:87))
they I see 'IOU you see I
''ihey looked at. each other'

In terms of Huang's approach, the underlined t'jpics in Ill) and

(12) are derived fz:-om the object. position when the topics and the

subjects are disjoint in reference, leaving coindexed traces

behind. The underlined NPs in the initial position of (13) and

(14) ae-e base-genee-ated there in situ, because there is no

plausible source position for them in the sentences. This is an

impoC"tant distinct.ion for the s::.udy of pre-NPs in Chinese.

Woe-d or..ler is another imporr.ant aspect to pre-Nt's. Travis



(1934) assumes tr.ot '""ocd order of Chinese is determined by the

parameters of head-initial I head-final and the direction of theta

=ole and Case assignments, which I will discuss in detail in 2.1.1.

Xu IiO Langendoen (1985) gave a formulatic! for Chinese topic

structures as shown in (lS), based on "six major categories" that

can appear in topic position, which I cite in (16) below:

(15) f". X f". 'i ... ll, where X is a major category and 'i,

possibly empty, is rele.ted to X. (X. & L. 1985:20)

{l6} a.
~~:~~ew~~~sw~ ~~t X~~~i~~~ (NP)
'These words, I don't believe'

(x. & L. 1985:5)

b. Ta hui shuQ zhe:<ie hua wo bu xiang~:in (5)
he can sa.,. these words r not believe
'That he could have said these words, I don't believe'

Zhexie hua ta hui shuo wo bu xiang:.;in (5')
these wocds he can say I not believe
'That these '""ords he could have said, I don't believe'

d. Zai zhuozi shana ta fang 1e jiben shu (PrepP)
at table on he put PAST some book
'On the table, he put some bOOKS'

Zhuozi shang you shu, chuang shang meiyou shu (PostP)
t<ible on have book bed on not book
'On the table there are some books; on the bed there are
no books'

f. Shuo zhexie hua wo bu zancheng (VP)
say tht!se '""ords I not approve-of
'Saying these words, I don't approve of'

Xu & Langendoen (1985:27) claim that the formulation of (16)

pro'Jides an adequate account of the nature of topic structures in

Chinese, provided that the comment is a well-formed clause which

relatt!s to the topic. Under this view, all topics are base-

generated.

Cheng (1989) argues that both topic and subject are base-



generated and linked to err.ptl' pro position in object and SPEC of VP

respect::'vely, as shc·....n belo',,:

(17) CP
II

NP C'
I II

topic; CASt,"
NP A.SP
I II

subject. ASP VP
. II

NP V'
I II

pro, V NP
I

pro, (See Cheng 1989:012)

She assumes that su(';h an empt:y pronominal --pro-- is licensed by

Aspect in t.he ser.tences.

All of the previous research has made contributions to the

question of pre-NPs'. In my opinion, ho·....ever, there are some major

p'Coblems that remain to be solved concerning this issue. for

instance, how many types of pre-NPs are there in Chinese? What is

the distribution of these pre-NPs? What are their structural

positions? What licenses them? This thesis will try to deal with

these questions.

1.3 Theoretical Assumptions

In this thesis I will be using traditional notions of

generative grammar framework, i.e., the so-called GB (Government

and Binding) theoretical approach to syntaz, developed in Chomsky

(1981, 1982 and 1986al). In this section I '",ill briefly outline

some fundamental =.oncepts and principles of GB theory that will be



in'lolv~d ir: t~~ following chapters.

1.:3.1 Grammatical '''ode I and X' Theory

In gener-ative grammar, four components of the grammar produce

sentences, as in the following [Codel:

(lB) D-structur-e
I

S-structur-e
1\

I \
Phonetic Form Logical Form

D-str-uctur-e is related to S-str-ucture by a set of movement rules

lr.nown as TrOlu:formations, and S-structure is related to the

inter-pr-etive components Phonetic Form (PFI and Logical Form (LF).

PF provides the acoustic properties while LE' the semantic ones to

the input S-structure.

D-structure is the level of representation that satisfies the

requirements of X' theory, i.e.:

(9) a. E..:ery projection X" has a lexical head.

b. X" immediately dominates X8
<; (down to XCI)

Those can be schemat ized as follows: 1

(20) a. X" -) X', ('{PI (Specifier Rule)

b. X' -) X', '{P (Adjunct Rule) - optional

X' -) X, ('{Pl (Complement Rule)

1.3.2 Binding and Subjacency Conditions

Binding Condit ions proposed by Chomsky (1981: 1881 govern

necessary or possible anaphoric relations between different NPs in

a sentence as follows:
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(21) a. i\n anaphcr is bound in its governing category.

b. A pronominal is free in it.s governing category.

An R-expressions is free.

The t.race of NP movement is neither a R-expression

pronominal, but is an anaphoL-.

Movement frcm a position that is potentially a recipient of

a tneta role to another such position (for e:.;;ample, from object

position to subject position) is called A-movement of A-position by

Chomsky (19811. The item that undergoes A-movement C1nd its

trace (s) cogether form an A-chain. Wh-mO'.lelllent, on the other hand,

is movement to an A'-position, which is a non-argument position.

Various constraints ha'Je been proposed on t,he application of these

t:...o rules, which are collapsed into a single rule, Move 0'.. The

most important constraint is Subjacency Condition;

(22) A single instance of movement can cross at most one
bounding node, where che bounding nodes are II? and NP.

This condition basically disallo\ols moving someching coo far in one

operacion of movement.

1.3.3 Case Filter

In terms of the generative grammar, Case is an abstract

concept instead of the morphological one in traditional approach.

Any NP in a structure has to have a Case, which does not need a

phonecic form. Vergnaud (1974) claims that an Nt.' without a Case is

ungrammatical. This is the well-known Case filter;

(23) At S-structure, every lexical NP needs a Case.
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Acc,-sat';'/e Case is assigned by a verb to its object, oblique

Case is assigr,ed by a prepositicn to its complement, and nominative

CaSE: is assigned b'l INf"L to t.he subject..

1.).'1 Thet.a Crit.erion

Chomsky (19811 claims that all complements of a head and some

subjects are tl".eta-positions, and an argument in a theta-position

must. be assigned a theta role by its head in Lf. So ChomsKy

(19B1 :36) proposes the Theta Criterion as shown below:

(24) a. E:ach Argument bears one and only one theta role.

b. Each theta role Ls assigned to one and only one Argument,

In general, the semantics of, say, a verb or a preposition should

determine its t.hematic properties.

1.3.5 Eo'llpt.y Cat~gory Prinei?l.!

Any movernent results in a trace, which is an empty category

in the sentence. Chomsky (19811 explains t.he syntactic relation ot

the trace to the sentence by Empty Category ?rinciple (ECP), which

also restricts the ex movement. itself:

(:51 A. trace must be properly governed.

There are two '.... ays in ·....hich a trace can be properly governed as

follows:

(26) d, A prope r ly governs B iff A theta-governs B or A
antecedent-governs B. (ct. Chomsky (1986b:17))

b. A theta-governs B iff A governs B and A theta
marks B.
A antecedent-governs B iff A governs 8 and A is
co-indexed .... ith B.
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1.3.6 Licens::-:g Principl~s

Si:'lce ~'1ery le:-:ical ent=y that appears in a well-formed

structure must be licensed in one or more available ways, licensing

theory is a synthetical application of other principles in

generative grammar. Chomsky (19863) outlines some licensing

principles which include, among others, the following options.

According to ECP, a trace must be properly governed, in other

words, a variable mUct be strongly bound and the referential

depertdency must meet the conditions of binding theory. So Chomsky

(198601 93) claims r.hat:

(27) A.n operator is licensed by binding a variable, from
which it is not' too distant', in a certain well
defined abstract; sense.

The Theta Criterion stipulates that a element which assigns

theta ::'oles must have recipients in appropriate positions, and an

element which requires a theta-role must be assigned such a cole;

therefore, each complement of a head must be semantically selected.

(28) An e;'ement that violates the 'l'heta-Critet"ion must
not be licensed in any structure.

At $-structure le'Iel, every lexical tlP needs a Case in terms

of Case Filter, from ·",hich we have the following licensing

principle:

(29) A lexical argument. must have a Case, or it will not
receive a theta-role and will not be licensed.

In addition, Chomsky (1986a:98) proposes a licensing

principle callf'd Full Interpretation (FI) which requir<:!s that:

(30) Every element of PF and LF, taken to be the interface
of syntax (in the broad senseI with system of language
use, must receive an appropriate interpretation.
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All tbe c-:;r.ccpcs and principles outlined above are applicable

to Chinese s"/ntax and will be 3dopted in the discussion or r;re-NPs

in Chinese.
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fooe notes t.:l Chapter 1:

The term "preverbal NPs" in this thesis is to be
understood as NPs occurring in preverbal position without
preposit ions.

::ven ehough there are some differences among the eight
dialect groups of C~inese, they basically share similar grammar and
vocabulary. Mandarin is the standard dialect. used by a majority of
speakers in China, so when I mention "Chinese", this should be
unde!"stood as referring to "Mandarin".

Jintian 'today' in Chinese is a noun, since HneLln
'today' in Chinese can have a preposition, e.g., ill 'on' before
11;.. For e:·:ample:

{il t~omen jiu zal 4ir.tian dongshen
"Ie just on tcday leave
'\"Ie are leaving JUSt coday'

.!\ccording co the criterion of order, the element in the
initial position, no matter: what it is, must be the subject of the
sentence.

The major grammarians who agreed with the criterion of
meaning were Lli (1942/19561, Wang (1956) and Zhang (1959); and who
preferred the criterion of word order were Ding i19611, Xing (1955)
and Hu (1979).

I will discuss ::hese approaches :i.n more detail in the
follo·"ing chapters.

The no::ation I X, Y' indicates an 'Jnordered set.



Base-genecation of Pre-NPs

2.1 Ba~ic Word Order r. Movement

In this chapter, I will discuss the base-generation of

c:~rLail1 pre-NPs in Chinese, so first of all, the basic Chinese word

~,rrl(~l" mllst ce establ ishE--:J"

2.1.1 :;0'1 or SV0?

There are tt"aditionally si:< basi:: elements to form Chinese

5cntel1ces: subject IS), predicate (V):, object (0), attribute (Al,

<Idv(:rbiaL (Ad"l and supplement'. The basic word order of these

<."c:n;:L~::tI~nts is fairly clear in the language of Chinese. The

qUt~st ion L"emains as to what is the linear sequence of V and 0; in

otll!:.'l: word::;, is Chinese a Soy or a SVO language? Li & Thompson

(l')7'la, 197~,) claim that modern Chinese is changing frOm SVO to

SOV, while Light (1979) argues that it is 5'10.

Li .:; Thompson (1974a: 200-206) summarize their findings of

\~vrd ordec .:h':J.nge as [0110''''5:

.:-... ,'rell.lie Chinese --> Modern Chinese
:::i • V ~ Pt' S + pp t V

(11 a. conq~ chulai (L. & T. 1974a:202)
from darK valley emerge
'emerges from dark valley'

13. Tht' emergence of the ~-constructi:)O



Z:'il;,.gsan ba Lis:' pipi:lg Ie (L. & T. 1<)74<1:203)
Z. e.:.. L. criticize PAST
':hangsan crit.:'ci::ed Li3:"

C. The e::lergoar.ce of t.he b~i-const!"uct.ivn

~ bei Lisi p~ping Ie IL. & T. 1<)7~,1:20·11

Z. 2E1 L. c::1ticize PAST
, Zhang san ·...as c!"iticized by Lisi'

D. Tt":e emE'rgence vf compounds

d. chuar.c-shang (L. & T. 1974a:20S1
bed -on
'on the ted'

E. The genera1. shift ~f verb-cbj-=ct construct.iuns tc preposition-

cong t"3l:ozi chulai (t. F, T. 19748:205)
f r'::::1 f:ouse out -come
'ceme frc:n t:-,e house'

Since n':lne of r.he above involves 3 bare preverbal NP, i.t is

hard to idem.:fy the :nodern Chinese as a SOY l<lnguage. In (103),

(::'b) and (Ie), there are prepositions .£.Q.llg and .l2i! in front of the

preverbal ~:?s :.;hich are actually preverbal PPs. Travis (1<)84)

points out t.hat. t.he difference between preverbal and postverbaL PPs

is that in the former, the preverbal tiP is thGta-milrked by the

preposition independent I:;, while in the latter the postverbal NP is

thet.a-marked oy the verb. Li & Thompson ignore the crucial fact

chat prepositior,s playa large role. l Znanasan in OC) is t.he

subject of a Pz.ssi'le sentence, n:it a preverbal object. As for

chuana-shan<l 'on the bed' in Od), I assume the analysis of the

fin",l shana as a nominal suffix rather than a preposit.ion, as

Travis (1984:42) says: "The post.positions are nominal in nature

while the prepositions a!"e true adpositions". So chu<lng-shang can
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b~ t.r~:ilt'~':i a.~ <I single word r3ther chan a phrase.

A language in a different historical period has its own

paramet\:fS, which change over time, nevertheless, it is difficult

to state ~ategorically that Chinese is changing from SVO tC' SOV.

i::'/~n drchaic Chinese had a number uf instances in which 0 had to

occur between 5 and V {see \'lan9 (196211979), Yang (1963)), though

its basic word order is SVO. These are as follows:

A. The object is a pronoun and the verb is negated by .Q.!J.

I not' I :d.1!. 'don't', J!lQ 'none' or wei 'haven't':

121 a~';f- -l\ \1
$hi bu wo dal (archaic)
time not I wait-for
'Ti:ne do'~s not wait for me'

b. Shijia., bu dengdai :t!Q (modern}
time not wait-for I
, Time does not wait for me'

B. The object is an interrogative pronoun, Which is

e~:plained by Li & Thompson as vestiges of "an SOV pre-Archaic

Chinese" (Li & Thompson 1'::I14a:208), as shown below:

III Il 'j. ;r.;j" iZ -";ii 11"< 1~·
Chen shi bu cai, you shui gan yuan? (archaic)
subject really not t.alent but who dare blame
, I am really not a talent, but whom dare I blame?'

b. No dique meiyou caigan, dan gan yuan &h1:!.i ne? (modern)
1 indeed no talent but dare blame who QM
'I am indeed not a talent, but whom dare I blame?'

C. The preverbal objeCt has a resumptive demonstrative

pronoun coinde:·:ed with it in some sentence:

141 ,t·
Song

country name what guilt this have
, What guilt does Song have?'
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b. 50n99uQ you shen:ne zui? (modern)
S. have what guilt
'\'lhat guilt does Song have?'

All these sentences have to be SVO in modenl Chir.ese as shown

in (2bl, (3b) and (4bl. This shows that archaic Chinese is not

more SVO than modern Chinese. However, this is not to say that

modern Chinese is a strict $VQ language. In fact, under certain

marked conditions there are cases in which modern Chinese has SOV

structures (I Io'li11 discuss these in Chapter 3) .

I concur ·... ith the statement made by Travis (198q: 59) that

"confusion can arise when languages are characterized simply a::

either SVO or sov". Travis (1984) goes on to set thp..,parameters of

head-inlt iall f 10a1, leftward! rightward theta-rna eking, and

leftward/rightward case-marking to explain the word order of

languages in every stage. She {l984:61} says:

(5) In te::ms of parameter, however, there is nothing
unstable. Chinese is not between stages, but
rather at a specific stable point.

Chinese language has changed over its long history, for

e:<amp1e, PPS have become preverbal in modern C:~inese from

post.verbal in archaic Chinese. Nevertheless, it is hard to see the

change as one from SVO to SOV. It seems to me that both archaic

Chinese and modern Chinese have the same basic word order, and also

have their own different parameters.

Huang (1982:26) suggesJ;.s that:

(6) The basic word order of a Chinese sentence is
sUbject-verb-object, with adverbial modifiers
most generally occurring between the $IJbject
and the verb.

In Chinese, the surface order of constituents can be represented as
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in (1}, 1:1 li'Jht cf Huang's description:

This ls thoo: F:pt'esentation of Chinese basic word order which is

unmarked both in archaic anc:! modern language. I ',.;i11 adopt it in

l:his t.hesis.

2.1.2 B.'.lsic Word Order in Chinese

F0110\~ing l.i r. Thompson (198l), I assume that the topic, in

",ddition to tr,e six elements mentioned in 2.1.1 above, must be

L.lken int.o account '",hile talking about the basic word order of

Chin8se.

Ba.S8d 011 Huang's description of word order given in (7)

above, we can give six statements to describe the basic word order

in modern Chinese as follows.

A. The SUbject precedes the predicate, which may be VP, AE'

or NP in Chinese.

B. The object follows the verb or a prepos;tion.

C. P~-eceded by a marker ~ {MSJ, the supplement always

tollo\~g the verb or an adjective. For example:

(8l Zuo·.~an wo shui de hen chen
last-nignt I sleep MS very sound
'I l~as sound asleep last night'

(9) Zhe-duo hua hong de zheng ke' ai
this CL flower red MS really lovely
'The red color of this flower is really lovely'

D. Adverbials usually occur in the position between the

E:. The topic appears in the initial position of the
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sencence, ever. beta::e the subject. Fo~' instance;

(10) Zhe ~ian gh! Zhangsan hen you jingyan
this CL thing Z. very have experience
'Wit.h this thing, Zhangsan has much expel'ience'

(11\ Mali zhangfu chuguo le
~lary husband go-abroad PA]T
't-lal:y, her husband went abroad'

f. The noun phrase is head-final as iI, below:

(12)

(1))

2.1. 3

meili de hua
ceaut.iful MA flOwe::
'a beautiful flower'

Lisi sheji de fangzi
L. design M;'. building
I a Lisi-desigr:ed building'

Movem~nt of Pre'-NPs

The statements of basic word order above are realized in the

majority of Chinese sent.ences. I '.... ill assume that the basic ',;ot"d

order represents the D-strucc.ure of sentences in general. However,

thiS ·....orO order has variants; that is, the derived forms where one

or more elements moves from the basic position to othet" ones. The

most important types of movement related to pre-tlPs are object

movement to the positi.on bet'.-Ieen the subject and the verb, and the

topicalizatior. .

Under certain conditions, which I will discuss in Chapter 3

and Chapter 4, an object can be moved to either the medial position

between the subject and the verb or the initial pOSition of the

For example:

(141 a" 1"10 kan-guo zhe-ben shu le
I read PAST this CL book. PER
'I have read this book'
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I this CL book readPAST PER
'I h<ive read this book'

this CL book I readPAST PER
'This book, I have read'

The object 'this book' in (14a) is moved to the medial position in

(14bJ and to t.he initial position in (l4c).

Topicalization is much more common than the movement to the

medial position, and is an important linguistic phenomenon in

Chinese, recognized by many scholars (Chao 1968, Li & Thompson

1976, Huang 1982, :-:u & Langendoen 1985 and Cheng 1989 among

others). There is no consensus, however, about which position the

topic originate:: in. I will discuss this further in Chapter 4.

There is another tYge of topic which is a possessor of

another NP in the comment clause. A typical sentence with such a

topic is shown below:

(15) ~ bizi hen chang
elephant nose very long
'Elephant, its nose is very long'

Huang (1982, 1984) claims that such a topic is extracted from the

NP headed by 'nose' in the comment clause, which has the structure

of t16\ in below:

(16) .l:U..i!l9.~ [t: bid] hen chang

elephant nose very long
'Elephant, its nose is very long'

In this thesis, I will argue that pre-NPs in topicalization,

in medial position, and possessors such as that in {161 are derived



from i!lnother !,ositicn, assumi:'lg tr.e Chinese basic word order

described above.

2.2 Subiect!..n Ch':':1.ese (Pre 51

The most importi!lnt pre-NP in Chinese is subject, which is the

frequently occurring pre-NP. first of all, I will identify

the subject in Chinese within the framework of generative grammar.

2.2.1 Subject. in Generative Grammar

In tradit.ional grammar, subject, object and predicate are

fundamental constituent.s of a sentence, while within X-bar theory,

linguist.s focus on the structcral posit.ion of a part.icular NP in a

ma:dmal projection X", inst.ead of relying on the primitive notions

of subject and cbject. Chomsky C1986a:59) makes a brief

description for subject and object:

(l71 The grammatical function "subject-Of" can be defined
as "NP of S" li.e., NP immediately contained in 51 ..
The grammatical funct.ion "object of" can be defi:led
similarly as "NP of VP".

Accordi:lg to this definition, a subject is just the specifier

ISPEC) ofaX u as shown in lIS):

(lS) X"
/\

5PEC X'

In English there is an I which heads every sentence, so the

subject of an English clause is an NP such as the one in 1I91:

(19) [cCOMP[.NP1:~r~.INfL(VI'V... llI1 (Chomsky 1986a:161)

Hence sUbject is an argument that is assigned Case b'l I, whereas

object is an argument that is assigned Case by the verb in
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gen"O'rC:ii[i'l~ grammar.

Gui lfoi'l~, Hung I; T!"3Vis (1989) propose the D-structure of

l~al.1yo-poli'nesian languages, which seem to be head-initial, as

shown in the folloving:

(201 II?
1\

I' SPEC
1\

HlfL VI?
II

SPEC V'
Agent 1\

V NP
Theme (G., H & T 1989:)

In terms of this tree structure, a sUbject can occur in either of

two positions: the SPEC of VP and the SPEC of II? A subject is

assigned a theta role in the SPEC of VP, while in the SPEC of IP,

an NP is assigned a Case.

2.2.2 ASP" and Subject in Chinese

Chomsky (19891, as well as Pollock (1989), propose a kind of

articulated structure for an Enylish or a French sentence, where

Tense, Agreement and Negation each head their own projection as

1211 IP
1\

NP I'
1\

(negP)
1\

neg AGRP
1\

AGR VI?
1\

(ADV) VI?
1\

(Chomsky 1989:7)



(22) CP
II

Tenl?
II

NP TenP'
II

Ten NegI:'
II

Neg AgrP
II

Agr VI?
II

(ADV) V (I?olloc::k. 1989: 397)

2-\

Under this view, the traditional Au;dliary parts of a sentence ilrB

analyzable as branched nodes such as TenP, NegI:' and AgrP.

Because there is little inflectional morphology in Chinese,

the projection in a Chinese sentence is different from those in

English or French. Following Cheng (l989}, I claim that the head

of a Chinese sentence is an AS!? that assign Case to the sUbject.

In Chinese I find it difficult to distinguish Aspect from

Tense. k is usually treated as a marker of Perfective and B.!l.Q. as

a marker of Past in Chinese. For example:

(2)\ Zaofan wa yijing chi-.!&
breakfast r already eat PER
I I have already' ld my breakfast'

(24) Wo 1981 oian qu-.9.1!..Q. Beijing
I 1981 year go PAST Bei jing
'! lient to Beijing in 1931'

But in (25) k indicates Past and in (26) SillQ is more lik.e a

Perfective morpheme:

(25) 1'10 1981 nian qu-k Beijing
I 1981 year go PAST Beijing
'I went to Beijing in 1981'

(26) WO qu-SillQ Beijing
I go PER Beijing
'I have been to Beijing'
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It. is jifficult to see what difference there is between them.

SI):netim<:!s, k can occur ''''ith .ffil.Q, or

~enr:ence;'

twice in a same

(27) a. WO chi-3.1!.Q zaofan k
I eat? breakfast ?
'I have had my breakfast'

b. WO chi-k zaofan k
I eat ? breakfast?

, r have had my breakfast'

It is impossible to identify which k is Perfective and which one

is Past. ~Ie even do not know if the k in (28b) is the one after

the 'lerb or the one at the end of the whole sentence in (28a):

(28) a. IH chl-k zaofan k rna?
you eat? breakfast? QM
'Hove you had your breakfast?'

b. Chi(-)le
eat ?
, Yes, I have'

Therefore, it is more reasonable to view the particles such

as .l2 and 1..!!.Q. as portmanteau morphemes which are all called ASP in

this thesis. 3esldes k and.9.Q.Q. there are two other ASP morphemes

in Chinese, namely Q§. and zhe, as in the following sentences:

(29) Shui kai-ig, chuang?
who open ASt> window
'Who opened the o,.:indow?'

(301 ramen tan-zhe hua
they talk ASP speech
, They are having a talk.'

A sentence does not necessarily have an overt ASP morpheme in

Chinese. In many cases an ASP is a zero form in a sentence, but no

sent~nce can be acceptable without an ASP or with a wrong ASP,

sholm below:

(31) a. Parent: pro Fang xue k rna?
(you) finish school ASP OM
, Have you finished classes?'

b. Child: pro Fang xue k
(we) finish school ASP
, 'fes, we have'

j
'j

1

I

J
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'pro fanIJ xue
(we) finish school
(Nonsensical)

(32) a. Teacher: pro fang xue rna?
(we) fi:lish school QM
'Should \~e finish school?'

b. Dean: pr,) Fang xue!
(we) finish school
'Yes, we do'

·pro Fang ~;ue k
(we) finish school AS~

In (31) all sentences need Perfective Aspect which is indicated by

k, so the lack of ?erfective accounts for ete ill-formedf'less of

(3Ic). In (32) the sentences need Impet"fective Aspect which is in

zero form, hence (32c) is ungrammatical due to the wrong E'erfective

morpheme k.

Thus, following Cheng (1989) I I propose that every sentence

must have a node of A$P, ar,:! the subject is the SPEC of ASP", as in

the following tree Structure:

(33) ASP"
/\

SPEC ASP'
/\

ASP VP
/\

(ADV) VP
/\

v NP

At S-structure, AspeCt moves down to VP5.

2.2.3 Subject 2nd Verbs

In a sentence with a transitive verb, where there are two

arguments, the subject is normally the Agent; however, the subject

in sentences with intransitive verbs, such as fazhan 'develop',
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zhengiia 'inc~,=ase' I ill 'open', £..1@.!l 'close', ~' lift', ~

'sink', etc., is rIot ahlays cleat'. All these verbs have transitive

counterparts, as exemplified below:

\3q) a..1.!.nili t"azhan-le
economics developASP
, The economics has develcped'

b. Women fazhan-le jinoii
we developASP economics
'We have developed the economics'

To complicate matters, the objectS of these transitive sentences

can be mO'/ed to the medial position of the sentence; for instance,

(3qb) can have t.he variant (35) below:

OS) women.iio.sii fazhan-le
we econ0mics developASP
'We have developed the economics'

Which is the subject of (3Sl, 'we' or 'economics'?

Recently, linguists have distinguished intransitive verbs

between unaccusative and ergative (see Perlmutter 1978, Burzio 1981

among ot.hers). The crucial differences between them are that an

ullaccusative verb does not. have a transitive counterpart but an

ergative one does. Such an approach prOVides us with a theoretical

basis to answer the above question.

In Chinese, if the verb of a sentence is unaccusative, it is

clear that the pre-NP is the subject since it is the only argument

that is always in front of the verb. The common unaccusative verbs

in Chinese are xiuxi ' rest' t shibai ' fail', daolai ' arrive' t .i!d£.Q.n.g,

t bow', etc.. Those for Which it is difficult to determine the

grammatical relati::ns of the argument.s, as in (341 and (35),

ergative verbs, Which have their t.ransitive counterparts.



Haeqeman (19911 argues t.he NI? before an et'gative verb should

be the s\;bjecl: at both D-structure and S-struCture, as cited in

(36) below:

(36) The boat sank (Haegeman 6.1 (BOe))

b. b t.he boat. (:. past. [V!' sink)l) (Haegeman 6.1 (921)

When there is just one NI? argument. appearing before

ergative ve::-b, following Haegeman, I -",ill assume t.hat this NP is

the subject. Thus, sentence ()'Ia) has the D-structure in ()7):

(37) .~SP"

/\
NP ASP'
I II

jin9j':' ASP VP
economics I I

Ie fazhan
develop

'The economics has developed'

But when there is another theta marked NP in the initial posit ion,

as in (35) above. i. e., the t.ransit.ive pattern inst.ead, then, the

theme jinoji 'economics' is a moved object, but not a SUbject..

This means that. t.he sent.ence such as (34a) is different from the

sent.ence such as (35) which is simply derived from n4b) by object

movement, as is normal wit.h transitive verbs.

2.2.'1 Subject. in Active and Passive Sentences

Since some tOpics of active sentences and subjects of passive

sentences both come from the underlying direct object position,

somet.imes it is not clear whether a certain sentence is active or

passive, -"'hen the SUbject of the topicalized sentence is dropped,

as in the following:
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()8j 8. Xia'?t'Ju_ ·....Ol:',en zhuazhu-le t.,

thi~: we catch ASP
'The thief, we have caught'

b. Xiaotou, zhuazhu-le t,

thief catch ASP
'The thief has been caught'

(39) Xiaoc.ou, bei ZhU3zhu-le t,

thief PAS catch ASP
f The thief has been caught'

The subject. 'we' in the topicalized sentence 138a) is dropped as in

Deb), which has almost. the same interpretation as its passive

counterpart {39}. As a result, S':lme scholars treat sentences like

(3ab) as passive,' If (3ab) is a type of passive sentence, then,

'thief' must be the subject of the sentence. On the other hand, If

()6b) is a variant of {38a), the pre-NP

i.nstead of a Bubject.

(38b) is a topic,

Li & Thompson (1976) propose that the reflexive pronoun

generally marks a co-referential relation with t.he subject of the

sentence, \~hich is also e:~amined by Cole et al (19801 in a variety

of languages. Such an approach can be adopted to examine those

pre-NPs, i.e., as a subject, the pre-NP must be an antecedent of

the reflexive pronoun in the sentence. Observe the following

contt'ast concerning (3ab) and (39):

(40) a. Xiaotou l zhuazhu-le t l

chief catch ASP
'The thief has been caught'

b. ·XiaotOl:!.1 zai ziji l de fangjian-li zhuazhu-le t l

thief at self P~S room-in catch ASP
(' The thief has been caught. in his own room')
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(41) a. Xiaotou. bel ZhU3zhu-le t:

thief PAS catch ASP
'The thief has been caught.'

b. Xiaoc.ou. zai ziji, de fangjian-li bei zhuazhu-le t l

Chief at self POS ["oom-in PAS catch ASP
, The tr.ie! has been caught in his own room'

In (40bl the re:lexive pronoun '::;elf' does not allow the pre-NP

'thief' as 11;.5 antecedent, making the sentence ungrammatical. In

(4lbl, however, t.he reflexive pronoun allows the pre-NP as its

antecedent, so the sentence is grammat.ical. This evidence shows

that 'thief' in (41a) is the subject of the sentence, but in (40al

it is This can be seen even more clearly in the e;'('3"lples

below:

(421 a. Xiaotou. '"omen zhu3zhu-le t:

thief we catch ASP
'We have caught. the thief'

b. ·:<iaotou~ zai ziji, de fangjian-li women ZhU8zhu-le t l

t.hief at self POS room-in we catch ASP
{' t'le have caught. the chief in his own room' I

Xiaotcu, women; zai ziji J de fangjian-li :;:huazhu-le t l

chief we at sl!lf POS room-in catch ASP
, ~le have caught the thief in our own room'

In the topicalized sentences in (1I2}, only the subject 'we', but

not the topic 'thief', can be the antecedent of the reflexive

pronoun 'self'. But in the passive sentences as in (II)} below,

'thief' is the antecedent, even though 'we' is also present:

(43) a. ll~l bei women) zhuazhu-le t l

thief PAS we catch ASP
'The thief has been caught by us'
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t.he positiOn between the subject and the verb, such as below:

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

Ni shenme dou bu zhidao
you~ all not know
'You know nothing'

Wo zaofan yijing chi-Ie
I breakfast already eatASP
'I have already had my breakfast'

Zhang san lian ~ dOll qu-guo~

Z. even North-Pole all go ASP
, Zhangsan has even been to the North Pole'

Xiaohai ba chuanahu dapo-le
boy SA window break ASP
I The boy broke the window'

Type 3 -- Topic from topicalization (Pre-Tl) (to be discussed

in Chapter 4). A pre-Tl always precedes pre-S and pre-O in the

sentence. All of the pre-O's, except for the h2,-construction, C,1n

be topicalized to be pre-Tls. Sentences (47) - (49) can be changed

to (51)-(531 below:

(51)

(52)

(53}

Shenme 01 dOll bu zhidao
what you all not know
, You know nothing'

Zaofan 10'0 yijing chi-Ie
breakfast I already eat ASP
, Breakfast, I have already had'

Lian ~ zhangsan dou qu-guo
even North-Pole Z. all go ASP
'Even the North Pole, Zhangsan has even been to'

In contrast, not all pre-TIs can be pre-O's (I will show this in

Chapter 4) .

Type <I -- Topic derived from prepositional phrases (Pre-T2)

(to be discussed in Chapter 5). A pre-T2 is base-generated in the

topic position. Such copies allow a preposition to appear before

chern. Semantically, pre-T2s indicate locatives, instruments or
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b. Zia?t.<:l'J zai %1j1. de fangjian-li bei women l zhuazhu-le t 1

thief at self POS room-in PAS we catch ASP
'The thief has been caught by us in his own room'

In the final analysis, Chinese passive sentences must be

mar~ed by a passh,e marker such as bel among others,l and in a

passive sentence a pre-NP which is che underlying object. is the

subject. A topicalized pre-NP is distinct from a subject..

2.1 Varieties of Chinese Pre-NPs

Having determined the basic word order, general rules of

movement, and the SUbject position, we are able to outline the

varieties pre-NPs in Chinese language.

Type 1 -- Subject (Pre-51. As analyzed above, subject is the

most basic pre-NP in a Chinese sentence. The subject is assigned

Case by ASP in order to be licensed, and in most verbal sentences,

i.t is theta-marked by the main verb. The most common subject is in

sentences having a transitive verb:

(4<1) Zhangsan da-le Lisi
Z. hitASP L.
'Zhangsan hit Lis!'

Some subjects have an adjectival or nominal predicate:

1<15) Tiangi hen hao
weather very nice
'The weather is very nice'

(<16) ~lali Yingguo ren
Nary EngliSh person
'Mary is an English person'

Type 2 -- Object in the medial position between the subject

and the verb (Pre-O) (to be discussed in Chapter 3). Under

certain circumstances, several kinds of objects can be fronted to
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th,",mes of the comment. clause, as exemplified in (54)- (56)

respecti'/ely:

154! IZaii Jlanada dajia bu bi xuexi zhengzhi
in Canada everybody not have-to study politics
'Everybody does not ha'Je to study politics in Canada'

ISS, (Yong/tldl zhe-b., dao, Zhangsan sha-le wl'-ge ren
with this CL knife Z. killASP fi'.'eCL person

'With this knife, Zhangsan killed five people'

(56) lGuanyul :the-Han shi wo mel ,huyi
about. t.his CL thing I have-no idea

'About this thing. I ha'le no idea'

Type 5 -- Possessive Topic (Pl:e-T31. A pre-T3 is extracted

from an NP in the comment clause. There is always a possessive

relation between a pre-TJ apd the head of the NP from which the

pr",,-T) is extracted, 1. e., the pre-T) is a possessor and the head

is a possessee, as shown below:

(571 Zhe-zhang zhuozi tui tai duan
this CL table leg t.oo short.
'This tobIe, it.s legs are t.oo short'

; Sit) Zhangsan sL...!n bei t.ou-le
Z. money PAS steal ASP
'Zhangsan, his money has been stolen'

(59) Lis! bllba hen you qian
L. dad very have :noney
'Lisi, his dad is very rich'

In (57) 'legs' are pans of 'table'. 'Honey' is in ~'s

possession in {581 and there is a human relationship between !J..ii

and 'dad' in (59).

In the rest of the chapters, I will investigate each of these

pre-NPs (except for pre-S which I have discussed in 2.2 of this

ch.Jpt.erl, and will try to explain Lhe syntactic structure and

licensing conditions relating to those pre-NPs.



Footnotes to Chapter 2:

According to the traditional grammar, the majority of
Chinese sentences have a verb as their predicate, so I use "V" as
the abbrevi"l.tion of Predicate.

The term "adverbial" in Chinese traditional grammar
includes all preverbal prepositional phrases. The term
"supplement" is traoitionally called "complement" (Chao (1968), Zhu
(1982), Hu (1984), etc.). In order to avoid confusing it with the
term "complement" within the generative grammar., I call it
"supplement" in this thesis. Supplement will be shown in examples
(8) and (9}.

J A preverbal PP should be distinguished from 3 preverbal
NP. The preposition plays an important role in word order changes
in Chinese. See Sun and Saxon (1989).

~ An analysis of the difference between Aspect and Tense in
Chinese is beyond the scope of this work.

~ Note that in Cheng's (1989) article Aspect moves down to
the verb not VP •

• Hu (1979), Liu (1983) and LU (1984).

I Other passive markers in Chinese that function as bei are
ll!l9., ggi, ii.2..Q., Y.Q.1!., etc.

~ .Q.!.!. 'go' in Chinese is a transitive verb which can take a
locative object.



Chapt.er Three

The Object in SOY Structure (Pre-O)

3.1 Tntroduction

As described in the peevious chapter, the basic word order of

Chinese transitive sentences should still be SVO, even though there

<Ire some variants. One of the flexibilities of word order involves

the cases in which an object can be fronted to the medial position,

i.e., sUbject-cbject-verb. Since such a pee-Nt' is still within the

ma:,illlal projection, I call it preverbal object (pre-O).

As mentioned above, most objects can be topicalized to the

position before subjects which I call pre-Tl in Chinese

(topicalization will be dealt with in next chapter). Here are some

common examples of sentences where (a) is basic SVO ~JOrd order and

(bl represents topicalized objects, shown as below:

(1 \ <I. zhangsan qu-guc! Lundun, ye qu-guo Bali
Z. go ASP London also go ASP Paris
, Zhangsan has been to London as well as Paris'

b. Lundun; Zhangsan qu-guo t~, Bali) ye qu-guo t j

London Z. go ASP t'aris also go ASP
'Zhangsan has been to London as well as Paris'

(2) a. Lisi zhidao suoyou shiging
L. know all thing
'Lisi knows everything'

b. Suoyou shiging l Lisi dou zhidao t 1

all thing L. all know
, Lisi knows everything'
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(3) a. Women jianjue fandui~
we resolutely oppose Invaslon
'Ive resolutely oppose invasion'

b. Oinlue, women jianjue fandui t,

invasion we l:esolutely oppose
'We resolutely oppose invasion'

Not all of these objects which undergo capicalization to pre-

Tl can also appear in the medial position as pre-C' 5, so the

licensing conditions of pre-O must somewhat be different from those

pre-TIs. E'or instance, the objects in (lal and (2a) can be found

in medial positior., as in (4) and (5) I but the object in (3a)

cannot, as in (5):

(4) Zhangsan 1.Jd.!!.Q..!!lL qu-guo 1::, Balt l ye qu-guo t l

Z. London go AS? Paris also go ASP
'lhangsan has been to London as well as Paris,l

(5) Lis1 suovou shiaino l dou zhldao t,

L. all thing all know
I L1si knows everything'

161 -Women ainlue~ jianjue fandui t,

we invasion resolutely oppose
('We resolutely oppose invasion')

The preverbal objects such as in (4) and (5) are not

mentioned by Li £. Thompson (1974a) '...hen they discuss Chinese word

order changing from SVO to SOY (cf. 2.1.1). As a matter of fact,

there are many cases in which the object can be moved up to the

medial position between the subject and the verb. Each of the

following sentences (7-111 clearly has a pre-O:

(7) Lisi zixingche, yijing xiuhao t, le

L. bicycle already fix ASP
'Lisi has fixed the bicycle'
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(9)

chiseL person what all like
'This guy likes everything'

Zai Yingguo wo~ ye bu reoshi t l

in English I ooeeL person also not know
'! even don't know a single person in English'

(10) ye bu hui :de t 1

he even one character also not can write
'He even cannot write the word 2!2!.'

ell) Zhangsao" huan~! chi tll e. olunai: dao bu chi t J

Z. butter eat mi lk but not eat
I Zhangsan eats butter, but does not eat milk'

Like the object in post"Jerbal position, a pre-O is governed

by the verb, since the pre-O is theta-marked by the verb at 0-

In the following sections of this chapter I will discuss the

licensing conditions of these pre-O's and propose a semantic

restriction for object movement in Chinese. Since most pre-TIs are

derived from t.he object. position, the properties of pre-O that will

be e:~amined in this chapter are almost all applicable to pre-Tls in

topicalization

).2 The Licensino Conditions of Pre-a

Pre-a's in Chinese are fairly complex for they are not all in

the same context in the sentences: the pre-O in (7) above occurs in

a Perfective Aspectual sent.ence, t.he pre-O is a wh-element.J in (8),

not in 191; there is a particle Han before t.he pre-a in (l0), and

the two pre-O's must. appear in t.wo coordinate SOY struct.ures in
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(111. As a result, the licensing conditions of pre-O aLoe

simple.

3.2 1 Perfect i ve Aspectual Licensing

More and more evidence proves that Aspect plays a very

important role in Chinese syntax. Cheng (1989) assumes that

Aspect l is the licensor of pr:)'s in Chinese. Following this idea,

I further claim that the E'erfective Aspect licenses some of the

pre-o's in Chinese. As mentioned in 2.2.2, Chinese has two

Aspectual morphemes ..J:& and .9..!d.Q., which are Perfective, so objects

involving either k or 9.1!.Q. can be moved to the medial position

between the subject and the verb, as shown below:

(12l a. Xuesheng-men <:uo (-lel gonoke
student ?L do AS? exercise
'The studencs (have) do(ne) their e:~ercises'

b. *Xuesheng-men gonake~ zuo t l

student. !:'L e:<ercise do
('The student.s do t.heir e:{ercises'l

Xuesheng-men gonake, zuo Ie t,

student. PL e:-:ercise do ASP
'The student.s have done t.heir exercises'

(13) a. Wo kan (guo) zhe bu dianying
~ wat.ch ASP t.hiseL movie
, I waLch (have wat.ched) Lhis film'

b. *1'10 zhe-bu dianyino, kan t.,

I this CL movie watch
(' I ·.... at.ch this film'l

'';0 zhe-bu dianying, kan-quo t,

I this CL movie ·....atchASP
'I have watched t.his film'
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ThE' {id ~;(amples in (12) and (13) are sentences without a

Perfecti'/e in the normal '.... ord order, and the objects cannot be

fronted, as shown in (bl examples. In contrast., when the sentences

contain a Perfective in (e) examples, the pre-O's are permitted.

More examples are given below:

(14) Wo zuaiu zacyi bu ti 1e
I football already not play ASP
, r have already stopped playing football'

(lSI Zhangsan l~eiguo qu-guo
Z. America go ASP
'Zhangsan has been to America'

(16) WO zhe-men ke xuan-quo 18
I this CL course take ASP
• I have taken this course'

The evidence shows it. is only the Perfective that. allows the

objects to move up from the regular object position. Since the

negative mel I not yet' includes a Perfective in Chinese, an object

in the sentence with a mei can also be fronted, e.g.:

(17) Wo zhe-ben shu hai mei kan
I thiseL hook yet. not read
'r have not yet read thi.s book'

3.2.2 Case Markers dou and 'is

Unlike Chinese, in Japanese and Korean, where the basic word

ord~r of t.ransitive sentences is SOV, there are many postpositional

particles which stand as Case markers. In Japanese, for instance,

a SOV sentence such as (18) has apparent postpositional Case

markers, so that the preverbal NPs are licensed:

(151 John 9a Mary 0 but-ta (Runo 1973:3)
nominat.ive accusative hit-past
particle particle

'John hit Nary'
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Because the preverbal NPs John and .!:!2.!.'i. are Case-marked by the

postpositions oS@. and.2o. (IS) is a well-formed sentence. Likewise,

a 50'1 sentence in Korean also has such Case markers:

(19) John i Mary lil sala hanta (Park 1973:69)
subject object love suffixes
marker marker

'John loves Mary'

We can see the postpositions .1 and ill in Korean play the

roles as II and £. in Japanese.

In Chinese there are twO particles dou and E which, I c13im,

have a similar function as the Case markers in Japanese and Korean,

b.:!cause they can Case-mark. the pre-O's in Chinese as shown in (81

and (9) above .

.Q.Q.Id and II are customarily assumed to be adverbs before the

verb, nevertheless, I argue that ';Ie should differentiate them in

two different situations. In normal cases, dou 'all' andtt 'also'

are adverbs, but when they appear after a pre-C, !J2.!! and tt appear

to have lost their properties of adverb, and function as Case

markers of the pre-O. I will show that an adverb dou and a Case

markf'r dou differ from each other in at least three aspects.

A. An adverb dou may be optional in a sentence, while the

Case marker (CM) dou is obligatory, as shown in the following

(20J a. Wo~ dou zhidao-le
I this tl1ing all know ASP
'I have known all about this thing'

b. ~lo zhe shi zhidao-le
I t"hTSthIng know ASP
'I have kno'o'In about this thing'
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(21) a. tllo ~he shi dOll zhidao
r this thing eM know
,;: e'/en know about this thinq' (It is unusual to know such
a thing.)

b. '~Io Zhf, shi zhidao
1 this thing know
C'I have known about this thing'l

The pre-O's in (20) are licensed by Perfective and the adverb £QJ!

i,g opt.ional; but in (2la) clou is the Case marker that. licenses thp.

pre-O, so it is obligatory.

B. The structural posit.ions of t.he two dous are different,

'?i., for an adverb, the structure is "/P[pre-Q [deu VII, while for

a Case marker, it is '1.[ [pre-O dou] V]. Consider the evidence:

(22) a. WO zhe shi (PAUS!'.:) dou ("'PAUSE) zhidao-le
I this t.hing all know ASP
I I have known a 11 about thi~ thinq'

b. WO zhe shi (*PAll$E) dOll (PAUSE) zhidao
r this thing Cl~ know
, I even know about this thing' (The case is unusual.)

(23) a. WO~ yijing dou zhidao-lo
t this thing already all know ASP
'I have already known all about this thing'

b. 'Wo 7.he shi yijing dou zhidao
I this thing already CM know
(' I even know about this thinljJ already')

For the adverb ~ in /22a) and (23a), the phonetic pause or

another adverb can occur between r.he pre-O and [dou Vl, but cannot

occur in such a position in (22b) and {23b} where dou is a Case

rndrker. The adverb dou therefore forms a constituent with elements

on its right, while the Case marker dou forms a constituent with

~lements on its left, in this case the pre-O.

C. As has alt"eady been seen in (20a) and (21a) above, the

int,upretations of the senr.ences with a different QQJ:! are quite
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different. I:l. (20a) the adverb dau is used as its normal me.~ning

I all', while ciau in (21a), as well as ll, just giv~s an abstract

meaning something like an implication that the situation described

is very unusual.

In summary, similar to the Case markers in Japanese or in

Korean, .QQ!!. and R can license pre-O' 5 in Chinese on one hand; on

the other hand, different from the usual Case markers, doo and ~

have the abstract meaning of unusualness silice t.hey ot:iginace from

adverbs in Chinese.

Like English, every wh-elemenc. in Chin~se has t.wo syntactic

functions. To form an interrogative question is their normal

usage, but another is their non-interrogative function. In English

the non-interrogacive wh-elements usually make ~mbedded nominal

clauses as follo~~s:

(24) Show me what you have written

(25) Who you marry is up to you

(26) Why he did so is very clear

Wh-elements in Chinese can be interpreted in three ways: (AI

as interrogative pronouns or quantifiers, which is the most common

usage, (B) as indeterminate pronouns or quantifiers, and (C) as

pronouns or quantifiers with universal meaning, e:-:emplified as in

(27-29) respectively:

(27) Zhangsan qu-guo nali 7'
Z. go ASP where
'Where has Zhangsan been to?'

(28) Zhangsan mei qu-guo .I:@ll
Z. not go ASP where
'Zhangsan has not been to somewheco:!'
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(29) Zhangsan nali dou qu-gUQ
Z. where eM go ASP
'Zhangsan has been to everywhere'

Among the three usages~ we can see the wh-element with a universal

meaning can be a pre-O and obtain Case from the verb with a Case

marker dou or ~ so as to be licensed as in (29) above. More

examples are show in below:

(30) Ta shenme dou zhidao
he what eM know
'He knows everything'

(31) Wo shui ye bu xiangxin
I 'Nho eM not believe
, I don't believe in anyone'

rn the sentences (29-31), the implication is that the situations

described in the sentences are very unusual.

Not only wh-elements, but also other NPs with a universal

meaning, serve as pre-O's with the help of a dou or ~, i.e., some

quantifiers such as mei 'every', suoyou 'all', ~ 'complete',

~ 'single', etc. f"or example:

(J2l Wo mei-ge dianshi jiemu dou kan
I everyCL T. V. program CM watch
'I watch every T.V. programm'

(3) 'fa ban-li suoyou de xuesheno dou renshi
he class-in all of student eM know
'He knows every pupil of the class'

(J·1) Lisi~ ye bu renshi
L. oneCL word eM not. know
'Lisi even does not know a single character'

The pre-O may be a definite NP without a quantifier, but the

unusual meaning is obvious:

(35) Zhang san Shashibiya dou bu zhldao
Z. Shakespeare eM not know
':::hangsan even does not know Shakespeare'
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you this CL book CM give Li professor QM
"Hll you give Prof. Li even this book?'

b. Ni Li iiaoshou yo song~ rna?
you Li professor CM give this CL book QN
'Will you give this book even to Prof. Li?'

Crucial evidence for the assumption that dOll and n

licensors and Case-markers of the pre-O is the fact that all the

instances of dOll and yg, are obligatory in above sentences, and

appear in their 5'10 counterparts.' for instance:

()7) a. 'Zhangsan nali qu-guo (cf. (29)1
Z. where go ASP
(' Zhangsan has been to everywhere')

b. 'Zhangsan dou qu-guo.J:!iil.i (ef. (29))
Z. CM go ASP where
(' Zhangsan has been to every'....here'}

{381 a. '\~o mei-ge dianshl iiemu kan (cf. (32))
I every CL T.V. program watch
(' I watch everj T.V. programm')

b. tWo dou kan mei-oe dianshi jiemu (cf. (32»
I CM watch every CL T. V. pLogram
(' I wa:;ch every T. V. program')

(39) a. ·Zhar.gsan Shashibiya bu zhidao lei. (35))
Z. Shakespeare not kno·....
(' Zhangsan even does not know ShakespeiJ re' )

b. Zhangsan yo bu zhidao ShashibiYiJ (cf. (35»)
Z. either not kno·.... Shakespeare

CI1
'Zhangsan does not know Shakespeare, either'
(' Zhangsan even does not know Shakespea re' )

The (al sentences are ill-formed because the pre-o' s lack the

Case marker dou or ~, and the (b) sentences are unacceptable

because the postverbal objects need no overt Case marker.

The Cast! marker dou or Y..&. is compatible with the Perfective

mentioned above. Someti:nes they may co-occur in sentences:
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(40) Zhan'~san Shashibiya dou bu zhidao Ie
Z. Shakespeare eM not know ASP
, Zhanqsan has even forgot Shakespeara'

Hll Ni nei-ben shu ya song Li iiaoshou Ie rna?
you that CL book eM gi'le Li professor ASP QM
'H<:l'le you given Prof. Li even that book?'

(42) Wo :danzai zuaiu ye bu ti Ie
I no'''' football eM not play ASE>
, I even stop playing football now'

As long as one (either the Case marker or Perfective) is present,

the other (Perfective or Case marker respectively) is optional.

3.2 3 ful Construction and 1.i.M

Jla with its complement is a .....ell-known grammatical

const ruction that is described as having the function to front

object to the position between the subject and the verb. The

following are several brief descriptions of Q.a construction from

some works.

Li & Thompson (1974a;203) describe .!2!!. as follows:

(~]) a. In Modern Mandarin Chinese, .Q..i!. has become a particle
functioning as an objective case marker.

b. Zhangsan Q2. Lisi piping Ie (L. & T. 1974a;203)
Z. BA L. criticize ASP
'Zhangsan criticized Lisi'

Huang (1982 :26-7) :

(441 a. A fairly common variar:t of the word order of a
transit.ive sentence has t.he object of the verb
occurring in the form of a preverbal PP headed
by the preposition 22..

b. Ta 22. Lisi pian le (Huang 1982 :27)
he SA L. cheat ASP
'He cheated LisP
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Koopman (1984:124):

(45) In the .£,a-construction, a thematic object may
occur in preverbal position, provided it is marked
by the preposition £2..

Cheng /; Ritter (1987:70) formulize a .lli!.-linking filter:

(46) a. Ba Verb
<affecte? theme~> <Xl <affected theme~»

'"'unless l"'k

It states that a structure containing .l2..a will be
ungrammatical unless the affected theme argument
of Q£ is co-inde:-:ed with the affected theme argument
of the verb

b. Wo ba Lisi da-shang-le (Cheng & Ritter 1987:70)
I BA L. hit-wounded ASP
, I hit Lisi and he is wounded'

Li {1990:192-JI:

(47) a. Though .Q£. may raise the postverbal NP complement
to the VI?-internal preverbal positions, this process
obviously does not apply to all transitive verbs.

b. 8aoyu.Q.2. Daiyu xia-wang le yao shuo de hua
8. SA D. frighten-forget ASP want say pas speer:h
'Baoyu frightened Daiyu (so much that Daiyu) forgot what
she ·.... anted t.o say' (Li 1990;l93)

~xcept for Cheng" Ritter, all of them obviously agree that

~ has the function to raise object to the medial position. Cheng

& Ritter also claim it is .Q.§. that. assigns the theta role to its

complement, even if they claim there is no movement involved in ~-

const::-uct.ion. Partially different. from the others, Li thinks in

some cases it is compounds such as xia-wang 'frighten-forget' in

(47b) that allow .!2.s. :':0 assign Case to its complement.

In my opinion, it. is necessary but. not sUfficient that. ~ has

t.he function to front an object. I claim that ~ cannot license

t.he preverbal object alone wit.hout. a Ferfective. for instance, the
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lli!.-c.:cnstr';ct.i'Jfl in (<l8b! :'s u ....grammat.ical because as a sentence in

pr~s~nt Tense, its Perfective Aspect must be indicated b:i a marker:

(~3J 3. DOl yu chi~
big fish eat small :ish
'Big fish eats small one'

b. 'DOl ',u ba~ chi
big fish BA sr:',all f ish eat
(t The big fish has eaten the small one')

DOl yu ba~ chi 1e
big fish SA small fish eat ASP
'The big fish has eOlte;) the small one'

Only when a Perfective morpheme att.aches the verb can the sentence

be acceptable as in (48c).

In all the cited e:-:amples in (43b, 44b, 4Gb and 47bl we can

also find a Perfective morpheme k right after the verbs, and all

the instanres of k in these sentences are obligatory, otherwise,

Ilone of the sentences is well-formed.

So we argue that it is not only Q9. itself that licenses those

pre-a's, but also the Perfective Aspect.

The .2..:l-construction in future Tense may occur without a

Perfective rno=pherne:

(49) a. WO yao ba diren sha-si
I want SA eo<!my kill-die
'I will have killed the enemy'

b. WO yao ba dirE'.!l sha-le
I want SA enemy kill ASP
'I \~ill have kill".'d the enemy'

c. 'Wo yao ba diren sha
I '....ant SA enemy kill
1'1 will have killed the enemy')

The viel,'point of Li that compounds allow M to front an object is

..:<)rrect in this case. That is because II 'die' in the compound
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sentence (49a) Such a ti in (~9a) can be rep13ced by :. P~rfcctivC'

k as b (Lb). If there is neither II nor 19" as in (49cl, t,he

sentence is ungrammatical. Therefore, in discussing the syntactic

func':.ion of £1!. construction in Chinese, perfective ,\spect cannot b<:l

ignored.

In Chinese there is another partiCle liiln which often occurs

right before a ;)re-O together with a postpositional Case marker dou

or E. Lian differs from 125l in three aspects. (A), ~ is a

functional particle with no semantic value while~ has a strong

meaning something like 'even' in English. (6). III a 1:22

C',)llstruction Q£ is obligatory while .1.ill is optional in allY case.

(e). 2S. can only appear before pre-O while l.i£.I!. can also occur in

front of a sUbjec~ or a topic. for instance:

(50) Zhe ren (lianl l..eii ':{e yao
this person even garbage CM want
',his person even wants garbage'

(51) Ta zai jia-Ii (Han) Viae wan dou bu xi
he at home-in even a CL bOWl CM not wash
, He does not wash even a single dish at home'

Since Ean is optional in these sentences, thf;l crucial

licensors ill (50) and (51) are:J.!l. and dou. Therefore, l.i£!:!. is an

adverb instead of a Case marker like .l2.a.

3,2.4 Sentential Reciprocity

So far we have seen that SVO structure in Chinese is unmarked

while SOY structure is marked by the elem~nts such as dou, :i.§.., .9.!:!Q,

k, £.2., etc, These elements s(~rve to 1icense pre-a's
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sj'ntactic<lll"j. In adriition, they confer to the pre-D's some focus

m<El<lning (rmlversal or unusualness) as described above.

Some pr~-O' S, however, may stand without any markers of the

t'lpe I have juSt discussed, if they occur in two or more coordinate

SOV st ructures in Chinese. This is what I will discuss in this

section, name:j', sent.ential t"8ciprocity.

Johns (p. c.) notes that there seems to be a special effect

in listing items. Data from Chinese prove that listing items can

release, even eliminate, many grammatical restrictions.~ In other

words, an ungrammatical pre-O in a SOV sentence may become

acceptable if it is matched wi ttl another pre-O in a coordinate

sentence, as shown in the following:

(52) a. WO qi zi:dnache
r r ide bicycle
'I ride a bicycle'

b, 'Wo zi:·:inache qi
I bicycle ride
(' I ride a bicycle' J

I bicycle ride car also drive
'r ride a bicycle, also drive'

(53\ a. :hangsan chi huangyou
z. eat butter
'Zhangsan eats butter'

b. 'Zhangsan huanoyou chi
Z. butter ear.
(' Zhangsan eats butr.e!:")

Zhangsan~ hUilngyou: chi r.!, e: niunai. que bu chi t 1

Z. butter eat milk but not eat
'Zhang5an eats butter, but does not eat milk'

For the single sentence such as (52bl or (53b), what makes it
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ungrammatical is that the prp.-O must nvt go before the main verb

without a li.:~nsor. aut in (52c) and (53c), the pre-O's <'Irc

acceptable due to the sentential reciprocity. It is very

interesting that in the well-formed (52c) and (53c) I the phonetic

and se!nantic focus also fallon the pre-O' 5 \~hich are ungrammatical

in the single clause e:~amples. Sentential recipt'"ocity is another

type of marked form for pre-O's. Therefore, if the discourse

situation contains a listing, almost all objects may be fronted to

the medial position between the subject and the verb in Chinese,

making it appear as if the grammatical restriction had been

eliminated.

3.3 Sam'" Precedence Relations in Theta Role Assignment

3.3.1 A Semantic Restriction for Object Movement

I have mentio;'1ed above that it is easier to move an object to

the initial position than the medial position of the sentence in

Chinese. So an object may be either il pre-O or a pre-Tl as in

(54a) and IS4bl below:

(54) a. Wo z!1e-oian wen7.hang yijing du Ie
I ':~is CL articl~ already read ASP
'I have ah-eadj' read t.his article'

b. Zhe-oian wepzhana wo yijing du Ie
this CL article I already read ASP
, I have already read this article'

It is important to nOte that, in many transitive sentences,

the same NPs can appear in either subject or object position due t.o

selectionai restrictions, as shown in below:
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.r--p;genc, t='acient j ~
1551 a.~ yijing tongzbi Lis1 Ie

Z. already noeify L. ASP
'Zhanqsan has notified Lisi'

r-fAgent, Pat~
b. Lisi yijing tonqzbi Zhanasan Ie

Z. already notify Z. ASP
, Lisi has notified Zhangsan'

According t.o our Perfective licensing condition, both (55a) and

(55bl are allowed to move their object to either the initial

position or the medial position. As a result, we get an

unlnterpretable sentence, as in (56) below, ',</here we are unable to

figure out whether it is derived from (55a) by pre-O movement or

from (55bl by pre-Tl topicalization:

~ent, Patient]
(%1 .~ Lisi yijing tongzhi. Ie

Z. L. already notify ASP
(One of the two has already noti fied the other one)

If (561 is derived from (5520) by pre-O I'love:nent, Zhanasan will be

the Aqent and I..isi the Patient of the verb~ 'notify'. But

it is equally possible that {56} is derived from (55b) by

topicalizat.ion. In t.his event., zhangsan wil:" be t.he Patient and

..!.J...§..l t.he Agent. of the verb. Sentences such as (55a) and (55bl,

therefore,

topicalizat ion.

undergo either pre-O movement

Only those sentences where the NPs in subject and object

positions substitutable, due to the selectional

t"e-strictions, can undergo the object movement. For example, only

(57al, but not (Sibl is the possible source of the sentences in

15~1 which demonstrate both movements.
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(57) a. :d.Q. yijing du Ie zr.e-oian \~en:hang

I already read AS? this CL 3rcicle
'! ~ave already read this art.icle'

b. ~Zhe-oian ·....enzhano yijing du Ie .:!£
~his CL article already read ASP I
(No sense)

In other words, (57.'1) can be altered either by pre-O movement,

in (543], or by topicalization as in (54bJ. The sentence such ,15

(57bl does not e:dst since the inanimate J article' cannot I read'

tr.e 3:,.imate object ' I' .

Thus! assume a prl:!liminary generalization regarding this

ambiguity as for:nulated below:

{Sal Y is NOT allowed to move Ct if ,m[X vel:b t Y] can

properl~' be c~anged as A.•; ['I' 'Jerb: XI

3.3.2 A Restri~tion ')f Pro-drop

Since C!'l:'nese is generally regarded as a pro-drop language

(Huang 1982, 198'1, :<u 1)86, Cheng 1989) J every pre-NP may be

dropped, given sufficient conte:-:t.

In terms of the formulation of (~8), sentences (59) and (60)

below 3re all \~ell-formed sentences with the same verb chi 'cat':

(59) 3. Z:-.anasa:; ii. bu chi t, le

Z. chicken n'Jt eat ASP
'Zhangsan does not 'l'Iant to eat chicken an'/more'

b, ::I.it Zhanasan bu chi t, le

Chicken Z, roOt chi ASP
'Chicken, ZhangSiin does not want to eat anymol:e'

(60 I a. J.i .mi. bu chi t. le

chicken rice not eat ,;3P
'The chicken does not '1'I3nt to eat rice ar,/more'
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ric~ chicken not l!at ASP
'Rice, the chicken does not want co eat anymore'

In the event th"'t. Zhanosan in (59) and & I rice' in (60)

dCl')pped, A!e will obtain another type of aob1quous sentence as in

1611, which has two different possibilities as in (62) below:

(61)?:li bu chi Ie
chicken not eat ASP

a. ' (Somebody) will not. eat chicken anymore' (from (59))
b. 'The chicken will not eat any more' (from (60,)

(20.) chicken ASP

b. ~~[pro, A<I,((ji: ,.,,{bu chi t,lll leI

trice) chicken not. eat ASP

Therefore, in case a sentence ""If X Yl verb.. t,l has a counterpart

A"'/'( Z. verb, t ,1, :< and Z: cannot be dropped wi=.hout a context.

].).3 A Hierarchy in Thet.a-role Assignment

As argued above, the theta role assignment, repeated in (63)

below, is ar.lbiguC'us, thus object moverr,ent. 1s prohibited. If we

rt'place Lisi (name) by ~ 'I', however, as in (641, the theta role

"ssi<:lnment turns to be clear:

~ent, Patientl
i631 ·;::hiln\.lSar'l ..biti yijing tongzhi le

Z. L. already not.ify ASP
(One of the two guys has already notified the other one)

~ r---TAgent, Patient 1
lii·11 a. Zhanasan.!!2. yijing tongzhi le

Z. i alreadr notify ASP
'1 h.we alr"eady notified Zhangsan'
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b. !!Q. 2:'lancrs3n yi jinq tonqzhi le

r Z. aln!ady not:ify ASP
'I have al~eadJ" :"Iot.ified zhangsan'

J; {Agent, Pat~
Zhanosan yij:.ng tongzhi wo le
Z. already notify I ASP
, Zhangsan has already noti fi~d me'

In (64al and (64bl, t.he Agent role has to be 3ssign~d to t.he first

person pronoun ::!Q 'I' and ':.he Pat:i~nt role to the proper noun

Zhanosan. In ceder tv ·~.':peess thilt 'ZhangsCln has already notified

ne', the ncr:nal ·....ord order must be used as in (64c). Why is (631

ambiguous, :.-Ihile (64",) and (64b) are not?

The evidence of (64) shows that there is it hierarchy in this

case, ·...hich could be schemacized as follows:

(651 a. Person ?rcnoun --> Proper Noun

b. .:<.qent --> PoSt iem:.

The schemata mear, that on one hand, a person pronoun that is higher

on che hierarchy takes precedence in order to receive a higher

cheta role over a propee noun that is lower; on the othee hand,

"ge~t, which is higher than Pat ient, takes precedence to be

assigned. So t.he Agent is always assigned to ~ , I' and the

Patient. 15 assigned to Zhanosan in 164a) and (64b).

It seems 1:0 me thae all person pronouns belong to the same

level on ehe hierarchy. For instance:

(66) zhangsan II yijing tongzhi Ie
Z. he already notify ASP
'Zhangsan, he has notified already'

.' Zhangsan has already notified him'
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167} '2!.£ !.i!. :i~ji!1'J ton';l':hi Ie
I M <.lr<:lad:l nctify ASP
(non:>ensical)

L. '~!!.Q "lijing tongzhi l€
he I a 1 [~adi' not i fy ASP
(nonsensical)

(66), it i.s the thi:"d person pronoun, like the first person

pronoull in (64a), that is assigned Agent; while the

ungrammaticallty of the examples in (67) show that first and second

per:>on pronouns are on the same level.

If thi::. hier,Hchy is \.cue, the formulation of (58) should be

l'~vi.'3,?(j as (6B);

(GB) '( is NCT 3:1o.",ed to move 0: if mP; verb, 't] can

pcoperly be changed as ASP(Y verb1 Xl, and Y is

nOt lower than X on the hierarchy of theta-role

assignm~nt .

TIllS notion of hierarchy needs more research to do. Here I

can <.:laim only that a hierarchy can account for the non-ambiguity

of s~ntences such as (66). r have also shown that object movement

is not only a syntacr; ic movement, but also involves an important

s~mantic res::riction.
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footnotes :::'0 ChapLer 3;

See foot:1ote 5 of Chapter 2.

The wore! (s) bold-faced in t~e English translations in this
t~e$is sho\.:ld be Stressed both phonologically and semantically.

~nte[r09ativii! p~'onouns in Chinese parallel wh-elements in
English, so I call them wh-elements for' short.

Most Aspects in Cheng (1989) are Perfectives with a k.

" In a Chinese interrogative sentence, the position of a wh
element is e;-:actly the same as that in a declarative sentence.

i The usage of wh-elell'.ents is a very intecesting topic in
Chinese, but it is beyond the scope of this thesis (See Huang
{19821, Li (l991a, 1991b) among others). I :,.jill only discuss wh.lt
is relevant t.o pre-NPs.

Dou ar:.d ~ can occur in a normal SVO sentence when they
serve as adverbs, which are quite different from the Case markers,
as I have argued earlier. See the e:<ample in ()9b).

I This effect eztends many aspects in Chinese synta:<. E'or
instance, there are many restrictions for a nominal predicate in
Chinese, but ·.... ith the se:ltential reciprocity, it seems that. t.he
restrictions are rela:·;ed, as shown below:

(il a. ~Zhangsan 1aoshi
Z. teacher
(' zhangsan is a teacher')

b. ~Wo putaojiu
I wine
(' I'd like wine')

(ii) a. Zhangsan laoshi, Lisi lushi, Wang·..Ju gongcheng5hi
Z. teacher L. lawyer w. eng1neer
'Zhangsan is a teacher, and Lisi is a lawyer, and Wang·.... u
15 an en<:lineer

b. 'I'a pijiu, •....0 putaojiu
he beer ! wine
'He wanes beer and I'd like wine'

~ in this sentence is just an adverb. One cannot say:

(il ~Wo ehe 'Ie kai
I car also drive
(' I also drive a car')



Chapter Four

Topicalization (Pre-Tl)

<1.1 Introduction

AS far as I can determine, there is not a unanimous

defi.nition fer the term "topic" in linguistics. It is given

different interpretations by different approaches.

Topic is often regarded as a functional element within a

pragmatic approach. For instance, t.he functional linguist. Dik

(1989:266-267) describes topic as follows:

(1) A discourse, taken in the wide sense of any kind of
coherent text (a story, a monologue, a dialogue, a
lecture, etc.), is about certain entities.... For
those entities about which a certain discourse
imparts information we may use the term Discourse
Topic.

In terms of his statement., a topic may appear in any posit.ion of a

(:21 a. ~ was in the house (Dik 1989:269J

b. John gave a oarty last week, but~ was awful
(Dik 1989:267)

['m going to tell you a st.ory about an eleohant. called
.J.1!..!!!..Q2. (Dik 1989:26l3>

Apparently, these pragmatic topics do not have anything in

common syntactically, but they are just pieces of speech with t~e

!:',Jcus 0r stress of :.he discourse. It is quite different from t.he

me.'ning 0f topic '...'hen it is first borrowed int.o linguist.ics by Nida



(1964 66) who says:

()1 It has been found that all languages seem to
have something equivale!lt to subject-predicate
construct;ions. These may i:1 some instances be
more aptly termed topic-comment.

Following Nida, Chao (1968) proposes that in Chinese the

grammatical meaning of subject and predicate in a sentence is topic

and comment, i ,e., topic is subject. The fo11.)wing e:.;amples are

given by Chao (1968:86):

(4) \'leile zhe shiaing wo zheng fachou
for ;::-:is thir.? I really worry
'On aCCCU:'1.t. of t.his I am t'eally worried'

(5) 2ai ... i nian-li ';;0 zhi bing-Ie yici
at. one year in I only sick. AM once
'In one year I 'llias sick. only once'

The underlined PPs are sUbjec~s of (4) and (5), bE-:ause they

are topics. That. Chao equates topic with sUbject means he regards

t.opic as a siT,tactic const.ituer.t. which always appears in t.he

beginni;'\g of a sent.ence. Li,i, Thompson (t976) distinguish bet.ween

topic and subject and view topic as an important element of a

sentence, 1 ike subject or object, However, they do not r~ive a

definition of t.opic. In Li f, Thompson (1975), they call both the

sentences in (6) "topicali7ed" sentences:

(6) a,

b.

Shu, haizi mai Ie (L t. T 1975:168)
book child buy ASP
'The book, the child has bought it'

Haizi, ~ mai Ie (L & T 1975:168)
child book buy A.SP
'The child has bought the book'

So 'book' in both sentences ':'s a topic. This is not in accordance

with one of Li So Thompson's criteria for topic (1976:465} that "the

surface coding of the tOpic always involves the sentence-initial
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(9) a. ~, wo yijing tongzhi-le
z. I alt"eady notify ASP
, Zhangsan, I have notified already'

b. WO Zhanasan yijing tongzhi-le
I Z. already notify ASP
'! have already notified Zhanqsan'

Suppose the notification is a meeting announcement, the

presupposition of (901) is that~ should attend the meeting

because 'I have given the notification to him'; whi Ie the sentence

of 19b) presupposes that Zhangsan is the person that ' I take the

responsibility for having notified'. (As for other people, I

wonder if they ha"le been notified, which is not my responsibility.)

We can see, that the stress falls on the relation between the pre-Tl

and the comment clause which is saying something about the pre-Tl

in (ga), while the stress falls on the relation betweel' the verb

and the pre-a, '.... hich is still an object of the verb,

This is r.he reason why all pre-O's, e:-:cept for ha-

construction, can be changed to pre-TI, but not vice versa, I ·.... ill

discuss this property of pre-Tl in 4.3.3.

-1.2 The Structure of T.:lpicalization

4.2 I Topic in Generative Grammar

Chomsky {I977} argues that topicalization should be accol.lnted

for by wh-movement, because topicalization patterns ·.... ith wh-

movement in a number of t'esp~cts. Chomsky distinguishes topics in

front of sentences between topicalization and left-dislocation,

shown below:
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p0Sit.ion" (see 1.2.2). Tr.e 'beck' in (6b) is what I call pre-O in

the last <,;hapt.er.

In most cases an objeCt that. can be a pre-O can also be a

pre-TI, as in (6) above, so there is a similarity between them.

Both the pre-Tl and the pre-O are moved from the underlying object

position, thus they are assigned th€. same theta role by the verb at

D-structure, as in (7) and (5) below:

J' iAgent, The~
(7) 3. child buy ASP book

hai,i m~i-le shu
I

topicalization
I

b. shu, haizi mat-Ie t:

bOOk child buy ASt>
'The book, the child has bought it'

~nt, The~
(8) a. child buy ASP book

haizi mat-Ie shu
I

pre-O movement,
b. haizi shu, mat-Ie t,

chi Id book buy AS?
, The child has oought the book'

The crucial difference between a pre-Tl and pre-O is that

there is a predication relationship between the pre-TI, not the

pre-a, and t.he comment. clause wit.h a t.race coindexed with the pre-

Tl, In addit.ion, both movements make a focus presupposition (see

Dik 1989 Chapter 13) for the original object due to the marked word

0rdel-, The presuppositions of a pre-Tl and a pre-a are different.

Observe the f0110wing contrast:
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(10/ This boo;";, I asked Bill co get. his students to read
(ChO::,Sf.y 1977: ~lJ

(il) 1,5 f·;r this Dock, I think you should read it
(Chom£ky 1977:91}

:::ince ther~ is a gap in (0) I the sentence-initial pre-NP involves

There seems t:J be no gap in (II) for 'this book',

thet"e it does not iWJolve movement. The former is topicalization

<Jl1d the l",ttec is left-dislocation. Therefore, based on Bresnan's

P.2 (1975), Chomsky postulates a base rule Rl:

(12) Id: S" -> TOP 5' (Chomsky 1977:91}

P.:!: 5' -> Cai'!? S

Thus t.he copicalio:ed 1101 has the structure as in (13):

(1)) L.[:".t"t:is book) [$'[:c,,~whatJ [I asked Bill to get his

students to t] I) (Chomsky 1977: 91)

From Choms~:y' s Rl [5" -> TOP 5' J we can see that there is a wh-

1Il0V8::H:-:1t. ~·Iit.hin the S-bar a.:: shown in <l3} above, i.e., a null wh-

Cl'.'IIIC!f.t t!lat ~;10S up in C011P and leaves behind a t!"ace.

Seme lin'~lLlists do not quite agree with what. Chomsky suggests,

I.l,'dtin (1982) points out. that in the light of Chomsky's analysis,

the geneolization of both topicalization and left-dislocation is

pL~ssi.blG in the matri:, sentence; but in an embedded sentence, only

:·,1pi.::'ali::,lti011 is possibl,~, not left-dislocation,

!,~ il~ (l.?) all.ows SIt to be generated in an embedded sentence,

tllllS the t!mbedJed topica1i~ation structUl:es 3l:e available. Lasnik

,1I~,i Udagereka tl968) claim that that cannot be correct, because if

is true, se:ltences such as in (l4) below cannot be ruled out.

1 f ::i" C.1nnot be generated in an embedded sentence, then,
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topicalizat:'~~ structures should also be ill-form~d in embedded

(14) a. ~He is a man to ''''hom 1 Lberty, we would nfO!ver cr,'lot it.
(L. & U. ISla8: 155) .

b. ~That LSLT y:lU should read ie, is obvious
(L . .:. U. 1::186: 13:)

Thus, LasnD:. <. Uriagereka (1988:155) argue that the fQllowLo<]

analysis cemains available:.

(15) .a.pparem.ly we need some mect:anism for generating
topicalized sentences tha"- is independent of the
e:(isten:;e of a tase-generated Top configuration.
Of course, such an analysis is .:.vailable: the old
traditior.al d:la.!.'isis, that all we are doing u;
:neving an ~j? to the front of the se~tence.....e
mi;ht, then, sa'l' :h:.: Topicalization involves (or
can invc':";e) the adju:lct:'an of an NP to S.

Emonds 0976: 3:1 claims t.hat sen':.ences sllch as (10\;

(16) resull: from a transfcrlroation, called TOPICALIZATIOIJ,
tl'.3t :r,oves ~:Jt.::l ?hras", to the front. of the srmtence,
that is, it. attaches Ul'~:n to:) th'" highest S.

BaGed C:". these ::pr.~·oac":;es, an ::P i.s rnO'Md Lo front of ,)

preposed au:~i:!-iary b~' ,:cp':'caii:at:Jl:, a::3surni:lg th'? posilion of SPEC

4.2.2 The Empty Cat ego::"; in Chinese Topicalized Se:ltences

It. seems t~ be a ques;:ilJn ·...het!!'?r the empty category i.s a

t.race of pre-Tl, or a pr,~ "f resu:nptive ",lement in a Chinese

topicalized se!1ter.ces.

The resum;:::.i'le element in se:nences is a special constituent

in Chinese. rn order to emphasize som€.' topicalized ll~s or descdbe

them more clearly, somecimes one can fill a coinde;~ed resumptive

pronoun or ceictic Nl? in the gap, as sho·...n bela·... :
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Z. ! know
'Z~,angsan, ! know (him)'

(1 ij I "'. Zhan?san: ·....0 renshi ll.

Z. I know he
, Zhangsan, I k"o'" him'

t~. Zhangs<ln, wo renshi~:

Z. I kno'o'I t.his CL persor.
'Zhang.$an, I k:"lOw this person'

Lo (;'7) U1ere is an empty category, ·....hich is f~lled with resumptive

.:I"'l!I':!'ncS 'he' and 'this person' in (l8a) and (lab) respectively.

Ho'...~v'2'r, facts show that. most topicalized sentences do not

co:·r,t,;,in "ny r~!;u:np'::i\'e element, such as (17). In some topicalized

<;,?nt.'~nC0S, t"or ~:<ample, ",,~.en ;:he topic is generic, no resumptive

"'l'?I1\~nt c,)n fill t.he empty position, as in the following:

(I ')) a. :5l\uiguo, Zhangsan bu :dhuan chi e,

fruit Z. not like eat
'fru;'"., :hangsan does not like to eat'

l~. 'Shuig'JO Zhangsan bu ;·:ihuan cl1i ~

ft·uit Z. not like eat it
('fruit, Zhang san does not. like to eat it')

(201 0. Yi-'3e 2i, Lisi dou bu renshi e,

cneCL \~ord L. all not recognize
, Lisi cannot recognize a single word'

b. -Vi-de .. i, Lisi dou bu renshi ll.,

oneCL wo:":::! L. all not recognize it
(' tisi .:annot recognize a single word')

(211 d. Shenr..e dizang, ta dou qu-guo e!

what place he all go ASP
, He has been to everywhere'



C, ·5he:-,:~.e d:':ang, :.a dou qU-9:':o ll21i.

'",::at place he all gc AS? there
(' He :tas been to evecYIoo'here' )

The empty positions in the (a) sentences cannot. be filled with

other elements, On t.h~s b3Sis, I claim that a tOpiC,11i:ed sentence

,.."ithoct. a resumptiv.;; "!lement is the unmarked fO~':n, <lnd one with a

rescmptive element is the ma:-ked fOt"m, due to its being used so

infrequently, I a:-gue that the empty category is ;:l covert traCe!

inVOlving rr.O'ler.-.ent., wh:le the t"esumptive ~lement :s an overt tt'ace

t.hat is a type of .3.naphot" in a Chinese topicali:ed sentence,

E';i:::lence S1Jppo:"ting tr.is ;;laim is the fact that, on its own,

in that. pos:ticn, the resumpt.ive elemen;:, requires an antecedent

that. is "!ith8:" tr,e t.)pic, or samet.hing in the pt'ecedin'1 context.

This is q;Jite diff-?rent frcm t.he t.opicalized NP which is always

i:.dependent., Compare t.he fel':'owing sent.ences:

(22) Zhe cen ~hl.: we ten :·:ihuan 1...2..

this CL book I very like it.
'This b:>ok, 1 l.ii<e it very much'

(23) a. Zhe-ben shu, wo hen xihuan t.

t.his CL book I very like
'r like t.his book '/ery much'

b. ?W,j hen xihuan il
I very like helshelit
(' I like somebody or something '/ery mu.-:-h')

Clearly, bott'. (22) and (23al are sentences with a full

int.erpretat.ion, :n cont.rast, only when '.."e have t.he information

about '''hat. II 'he/she/i;:' r'3fers to in (23bJ can t.he sentence be

accept.able, In other "Iords, 12 is a dependent anaphor of t.he

antecedent't.his book' in (22), An anapho[ is not required in the
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;;<:nt~nCef :~~ /2},,) ':'5 ·...e~2.-for~.ed; bUt an antecedent must be

e3t.,)b~ishe~ : irst in the preceding discourse. otherwise, the

<lnaphor -..Jlll ..at be f\.:l1y interpretable, as in C23b).:

J.. H:e·... ise, a deictic NP in the trace position such as 'this

pet'son' in (19b/ above plays the same role as II in (l8a) and (22).

In tbat posit,:,,"n, the resumptbe deictic NP is different from other

NP~. Observe the contrast:

(2<1) 20. ~,wo renshi zhe-oe ren,

Z. I kno·... this CL person
f Zhar.gsan, r know this person'

b.•~. '.~O renshi '/i-oe ren:

Z. I %00'11I a CL person
('Zhangsan, i knew this person')

(25) a. ?Wo rensol zr.e-oe fen
I Know t~son

?' I know this person'

b. WO renshi ·.·i-ge ren
! know a CL person
'I !<:now a person'

1'11~ sentences in (24) show that only the deic:::.ic NP 'this person'

can bO::l the anaphor of Zhanosan as in (24a), but not a non-deictic

~lP 'a person' as in {24bl. Nevertheless, the situation is opposite

in (25) {2Sal is not fully interpretable unless we know the

antO::lced~nt of I this person' somewhere in the preceding context,

while \2Sbl is fully interpretable because it is not necessary for

thl:' .1udienve tv know 'who I kno'",".

Dlle to the above reasons, I would say that the empty position

sentences su.:h as (P) above should be treated as a trace left

by the vbject I-,'hich moves to topic position.



Sase en '....hat. has heen examined above, ""e can discuss the

struct'Jre of topicalization in Chinese in this sect.ion.

Guilfoyle, Hung " Travis (19891 distinguish between

positions in :-1alayo-t>olynesiCin l"nguages, i.e., th"~a sensiti\'f'

poSi:iu:"l that is tohe SPEC of 'iP and 3. stcuctural po~iti0n thilt i5

the S?EC of Ii>, as in below:

(26) IP
f\

I' SfEC
f\

:Nt'L 'iE'

S?EC V'

IJ Nt'
Theme (G., H. !. T. :')89:3)

=c~_:. the SPEC 0: V? and ;:::-.e N?s in the c:.bjeCt position ace theta-

ma:::ked. ;,f e':'t~e::: of then is n·n assi;lned Case within VP, it is

f'HC",d to move to the SPEC of It' as a topic ·....here it is assigned

Case 'lio3 S?EC-head agreement with I~jtL, as ShO·.... ll in (27):

(271 a. IP
f'.

I' S?EC
1\ Agent.

W=--L VE'
1\

SPEC 'oJ'

t. /\
V NP

Theme

(Ct. G., H. f; T. 1989:5)

b. IP
i\

I' SPEC

!rIFt· 'fe
The
],••

f\
S?EC V'

Ag-::nt /\
II liP

t,

!f bot;' the Agent and t::e Theme ace licensed ·.... it:<in t.he VP, a thicd

NP can appear in the SPEC of 10':



1\
:' S?Er:

1\ "JWfL 'I? .

1\
SPEC 'I'

Agent 11\
'I N? r:p
Theme t;

(cL G., H. & T. 1989:6)
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Even though the Malayo-Poli'nesian languages are different

fr'Jrn Ch~nese,; there are still some similarities between the t·...o

kinds of languages. following Emonds li976), Lasnik & U:iagereka

(\ 'HI 8 , , and Guilfoyle, Hun) & Travis (1989), I argue that there are

31so theta-sensitive positions and structure-sensitive positions in

Chines"!, as shc·....n belo\-;:

{2!)1 CE'
1\

SPEC C'
II

ASP"
1\

SPEC ASP'
Agent / \

AS? VP
1\

lPPl V'
1\

V NP
Theme

The- SPEC of AS"" (subject position} and the object position of V

are theta marked \dthin ASP". Under certain conditions, the NP in

the object position can be topicalized to the SPEC of CP, which is

_, non-theta position, as shown in (30a) below. Similar to the

~Jal.~)'o-Polrnesian languages, sometimes a PI.' or another NP (PI.' with

th~ Fl·eposition deleted or a possessor NP, details in Chapter 5)

llIa~· appear· in the SPEC of CP, as in (30b):



6'
CP
II

e'
II
C ASP"

II
SPEC l,SP'

Agent /\
,\:.;p VP

/\
(PP1 V'
t , /\

L __--J ~he~:

C? b.
/\

S?£: C' SPEC
Theme, 1\ (pt'e-T2,T)j X,.

CAS?"
II

S?EC ASP'
Agent /\

ASP VP
II

(PPI V'
II

v NP,

(30) a.

;~, in "-he SPEC ~f C? in (JCbl lndicates sOr.\e caples which an:! base-

ge:1e~ated,' t.:tat is, those topics are left-dislocation.

4.3 The Lice!"lsino Cor..ditions of Tonicaliz.'I.tlon

Since i:i pre-Tl may 'ce base-generated in the posit ion

(obje=t. positi',:\:l) as a pr.::-O, most licensing conditions oJf pre-O

are appl icable to pre-Tl.'

<1.3 1 Pre-Tl arld Perfective Aspect

Marked by k or .9..!:!.Q, Perfecti'"e Aspect can also be the

licenser of pre-Tl. All pre-as licensed by perfective Aspect

be cl'.anged in:.c. pre-Tls:

(31) a. Xuesheng-men oeneke zuo-le
st'ldent PL exercise do AS?
, The ,<;tudents have done the exercises'

b. Goneke xuesheng-men zuo-Ie
e;{ercise student PL do ASP
'The e;~ercises, the students have done'

(32) a. Xuesheng-men zuo gongke
st.udent PL do e;~erc~se

'The students do r.he e;~ercises'
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I

;.;uesheng ASP
-men I

stt:dents e:
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b. 'G0:13ke ,nesheng-r.::en zuo
exercise student PL already do
(' Students have already done their exercises' I

The pre-I) 'e:-:~rcises' in ()la~ beco~es a pre-Tl in /3Ib). In the

unmarked ncr:!lal wOLd order with no ?erfective, the sentence in

rl2al is ;.Iell-formed, but ie is ill-formed when the object is

topiCollized, bec.ause of the lack of Perfective. The structures of

fHal and (31bl are shown as follows:

I])) a. ASP"
f\

NE' ASP'
I f\

;~uesheng ASP VP
-men j 1\

students e. NP VP
. I 1\

gongke, V NP
e~:ercise I I

zuo-Ie; t:
do

C.
f\

N? C'
I f\

gongke~ C A3P"
exercice 1\

ASP'
f\V,

1\
V Nfl
I I

zuo-Ie. t..
d ..

::iimiLuly, .9.!!Q. and ~ 'have not' can license the pre-TIs, as

~xemplifi~d in (34-37) below:

j3.:l) a. Zhangsan qu Meiauo
Z. 00 America
';:hiln9san'goes to America'
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b. ·"'elouo Z!lar.gsan qu
America Z. go
(' Zh,3.ngsan goes to A:nerica'l

(35) ~ Zhangsan qu-guo
_~.merica Z. go AS?
, America, Zhangsan has been to (there)'

(36) a. Lisi bu kan zhe b"'n shu
L. not read this CL book
, Lisi does not read this book'

b. '?Zhe-ben sh..!! Lisi bu kan
this CL book L. not read
(' Lisi dces not read this book')

(37) 3he-t:en sh'~ Lisi mei kan
this C~ bO·Jk!.... nOt read
, This book, Lisi has not read'

In normal ~Iord order, ()43) and (36a) are grammatical wit.h no.9..!d.Q

or mei, but n~ither of them can undergo topicalization, as in ()4b)

and (36b>. ~Ihen a ~ or mti occurs in the sentences, the

topica~izaticns are acceptable, as in (35) and (31).

4.3.2 .Q.Q..\! ar.d ~ ~n 7opicali:.ed Structure

I ha'le claimed that, .9.2!:!. and ll, indicating exceptional

meaning, ::an be Case-markers of pre-C's, which may be non-

interrogative w~-elements ..... it.h universal meaning, some quantifiers

'o'Iith univerSill meaning or some definite nouns. Such a property is

also available to pre-rl.

With the Case-marker dou or:L,g" non-interrogative ·...h-elem~nts

can be fronted to be pre-Tl like pre-C. Observe t.he following

(38) a. Ta zhidao Shenme?\
he know what.
't'1hat does he know?'
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b. ·~tazhida.o

what. he know
(. What does he know?' I

(39)

(~OJ a.

Shenm':! ta dOll zhidao
''''hat he eM kno'il
'Everything, he knows'

We xiang:dn §.ll.!di?
r telieve who
'Who do I believe in?'

b. 'Shui wo xiang>;in
·....ho 1 believe
('Who do I believe in?')

(41) Shui 't10 ye ;·;iang:dn
who I 01 believe
I Anybody, I believe in'

(42) a. Zhangsan :dang qu nali?
Z. want go where
, Where does Zhangsan ',.lane to go?'

b. '!L2.ll Zhangsan :dang qu
whe re Z. want go
(. Where d::>es Zhangsan want to go?' )

l43J N.3li Zhangsan dOll :~iang qu
where z. CJ1 wdnt go
I Every.... here, Zhangsan wants to go'

The initial wh-elements in (3ab) I (40b) and {42bl are

ungrammatical, ·,.,hile t.hose in (39), (H) and (43) are grammatical.

This fact shows that Q.Q1!. or II is the licensor of the pre-TIs in

above sentences. Equivalently, marked by an obligatory dou or tt,

dn object with a quantifier with universal meaning, such as mti.

',;!very',~ 'all',~ 'complete' or~ 'single', etc, can

be moved to the front of the sentence as a pre-Tl:

(44) Hei-ge dianshi jiemu wo dou kan
every CL T. V. program I eM watch
'I watch every T.V. program'
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(45) 5anli suoyou de :·;uesheno ta dou renshi
class-in all POS student he 01 know
'He knows all pupils in t.he class'

(461 ~ L':'si ya bu reoshi
single word L. eN not kno....
'Lisi does not kno\~ a single word'

As mentioned 1:1 Chapter 3, dou and .Y,g are a sort of speci.al

Case-marker since they originate from adverbs. As Case-markers of

pre-TI, dou and ~ show many differences from the normal adverbs;

r.e\'ertheles$, t~ey still retain some properties of adverbs. The

movement of p:-e-Tl is further chan that of pre-a. We note that the

::lou or li cannot jump over t.he subject together with the pre-Tl,

but. ro.,;,.ve to stay ~n the position bet'lleen the SUbject. and the verb

like adve~bs, as in the following:

(41) a. ~Shenme dou ta zhidao feE. (39})
what eM he know
(' Everything, h~ ;;nQws'l

b. 'Shui ya ',10 :·:ianq:'in (cL (41))

·.... ho eM I believe
(' An~'body, 1 beli~ve ir.')

c. *Nali dou Zhangsan :c:'ang qu (cf. (43))
where eM Z. want. go
(' Everywhere, Zhangsan want.s to go'l

Howe'ler, dou and II in topicalized sentences are quite different

from the normal adverbs (cf. 3.2.2). An adverb is the modifier of

verbs. The structure of an adverb in the topicallzed sentence is

[pre-Tl subj (adv V) J, hence there is no syntactic relationship

between the pre-Tl and the adverb. As a result, other adverbial

elements can be inserted between the pre-Tl and the adverb dOll or

ll, as shown in (48) below:
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(-18) a. Zhe san-cian ',.;enzhana wo dau kan le 6

~his threeCL article I all read ASE."
I These three articles, I have all read'

b. Zhe san-Dian wenzhang {qunianl wo dau kan Ie
this threeeL article last-year I all read ASP
, These three articles, I all read last 'lear'

Zhe san-pian wl:'nzhang wo [qunianJ QQQ kan Ie
this threeeL article I last-year all read ASP
'These three articles, I all read last year'

The time adverbial I , last year' can be inserted either before the

subject or after. When Case-marker £Q..\! or II is a licensor of pre-

Tl, they have a close synt.actic relat-lonship with the pre-il.

Consequently, no other adverbial can be inserted between the pre-il

and dati or 'J!l, even t.hough they st.ay in adverb position, as in the

following:

(<19) a. Shenme shiging zhangsan dou bu zhidao
what thing Z. eM not know
'zhang san knows nothing'

b. 'Shenme shicing [qunian) Zhangsan dou bu zhidao
what thing last-year Z. eM not know
(' Zhangsan knew nothing last year')

c. 'Shenme shiging Zhangsan [qunian] dou bu zhidao
what thing Z. last-year CM not know
(' Zhangsan knew nOthing last year')

But one can say:

(50) {Qunianl shenme shiging zhangsan dou bu zhidao
Last-year what thing Z. CM not know
'Last year Zhangsan knew nothing'

r suggest in the cases where dou and ~ are used as cas!-markers,

th~y move up to ASP and produce a licensing reLatior. with the pre-

Tl, which cannot be separated by any other adverbials, as shown in

(51) beLow:
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(pre-Til

c,
1\

SPEC C'

Theme

l

, /~SP"

II
SPEC ASP'

Agent /\
A.SP VP

doU,llJ /\
t Adv j V
L-J II

V NP
t

7'

4..3 3 Predicat.ion Licensing

AS noted in 4.1 and sho'/IO in 4.3.1 [cf. eX':lI'lple (33)), the

c:,ucial difference between a pre-Tl and a pre-O is the fact that

there is a comment clause following the pre-Ti, not the pre-a. In

other words, t:.he pce-Tl has a clausal predicate where there is a

trace linked with the pre-TI. n',us, a predication relation exists

between the pre-Tl and the com.11ent clause.

According the !?rinci~le of Full Interpretation (see Chomsity

1986a:95-101), predication is a kind of licensor if it has a full

interpretation. ":'his is the reason why some pre-Tis cannot be pce-

0' $, since in a topicalized sentence the pre-Tl can also be

licensed by predication. The pre-Tis in the following (al

sentences cannot alternate as pre-v' s:

(52) a. Chuanahu. shui dakai-de t!?

window who open ASp&
'The window, who opened (it)?'

b. *Shui chuanghu dakai-de?
who window open ASP
(' Who opened the window?' I



'.:.':':,;,::", 'lU~:::;ti0n r assume should discuss
'Ttl:,,: ':juEs::.icn, I assume t.o d::'scu$s'

"11:, 21",":--::8 ·,H~nt.i remo/ei yinggai taolun
[ t.hiseL qu<?stion assume should discuss
I'r ",ssume to discuss this question'}

P.'-,'.r. the r;:a'~.>al F-redicates in (52a) and 1S3a) have full

jl't'2rp~etati(.!", in (54) and (55) below,

(')·1) Shui dar.ai-d~ e?
who cpen ASE'
':'1110 opened the (door or windo'.... )?'

(C,5, '110 :'",ml,?l 1'1.'1gg3i taolun e

[ assu:ne sh')uld d::'scuss
, i assume t.o discuss t.he (question)'

if t.heir object

Tl;,~ v. rb:; pi,,',. an i~lpOt·tant role in this case. The verb dakai

'c,'p,"n' ill (5·" impli<?s 'open the door or the window' and the vel':b

~ 'dis':~'3S' if:l!"-l!.:es 'discuss a questicn'.

,':l;in,~~~-:· is Lr,~"t':ld as a pro-drop language by a number of

",'110Lu!; (1!'.1:<:~'J 198:, 1984, Xu &. La:igendoen 1985, Cheng 1989),

\11 ,-"tulin r;r.'r:l~~:·:t$, ,:':-pic:, subject or object may be dropped. In

'·J'Ir;,-,,,.~, !1':·"'''?':,,'t·, Scll~e transitive sentences under no circumstances

:01 l0H t hell d.:jects to be dropped. It is interesting that the

d,Y)'.'l'lS :n ~H-,,:~l sentences ca:1not be moved '..lp, either. For example,

t!l,.' ,'('rb iill.lli:ll '0",,10ng to' must. take an object in the sentence, and

(5lil ;1. ::;henclli shuyu renmin
viet.:l:-y belonq-to people
I ViCt,)cy belongs to the people'

b. • Shen.,) 1 i ~huyu pr.:l
vict.:lt'Y belong-to
(~lakes 110 sense)



'~sher:g.:.i shu'll; ':
;::~op:~ \,;',:tor1' cel·,r:q-t.)
("::"c;::cr'l bel·;):~gs t,;) tt'.e peepl~')

Because t~e (5Ebl does not have a ::ull interpretati.on, it L" not

qualified cc ce t!"le c;)mme:1t clause in (56c),

Li f. Tho:npson (1~76l prop'Jse tt'.a::. a top:'c must be definit,,,.

Ther~ see!~ :'0 be seme ge:-,e:':'C :.:pi::s which ,1re not. uefinlte.

Ho',Jever, ! oelieve that all the t.0pics from topic.~li=3ti.0n must be

definite. Tr.e object in (57a) belo;~ is indefinite, so it. does not

underg.:. topicalizat.ion as in (57b):

157) a. Ta :de-·....a,'-lE' vi-ben shu
he ·,;ri:.e-ou::.-AS? a ':L boo"
, He '..;rote out <> book'

b.·~ta:·:i'?-'da:l<-?

a CL boo" r.e '~':·:'te-Cut-A::;?

('!':e '..Ir:::::.e out a book')

TherefJre, '..,e maio g':".-e the follc'...ring formulation as a

(58~ A pre-Tl ca!"l be l:"censed b'l a pred,:,c<ltion clause if

the oredication clause is still ~Iell-formed ·...rith the
prEo-:r 1 drQpped in <> ':~rta.in ccnte;·:t,
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It: :::c~",rn$ '::'8t the Chinese sentence Wo hen ;<ihuan ,-a is
';I...I:",,,,I.,;,t d~ff~rer.t f::-om i:'5 English counterpart' I like him very
rr.:;d,'. (Joe dces r.Ot need an antecedent fot" ' him' necessarily in
Er"Jti:;h. In tact, II means 'he, she, him, her and it' in Chinese.
I f U.·:r'~ is r.0t an antecedent for II in the above sentence, it does
w.t h<l"Ie .) full i.nr.erpretation.

11alayo-?olynesiz,o lan~uages are SPEC-final while Chinese
is :';PI::C-initiat. Tr.e for:r.er have an INfL node, wr.ile the latter
,jc·.. ~: Ilot.

, Pn?-'f) (possessive topic) in the SPEC of CP is neither
~)d:;"'-'Jener.'lted nor mcved from the PP position. I will discuss it
ill '.:t,apter 5.

, The e;~ception is .\.U-construction that is only good for
pr·?-'). As to be discussed in 5.1.1, one of the important
,Jj ff"::-~llces bet',;een t'P and Vt' in Chinese ;'s the fact that the
LGnner <:'"n "ppeCil:" either after or before the subject while tha
latt.:r can only occur after the subject. Chao (l968J treats ~ in
h,l-<:ons::,rllctt::.n as a second 'Jerb of ::he sentence, since ba was
ori<.rinalli' a '1"~fb in archaic Chinese and can still be a verb in
mod,.,rn r:-hi.ne~e, r suggest that M-construction c<l:,not move up to
ll;'~ jllitial posit:':lI1 of the sentence because £.<! retains sorr.e
pr~'r:'",rty "f \'",rb.

~;'~e footncte 5 of Cr.apter 3.

The pre-il in this sentence is licensed by t'erfective
,\sp'~"tual morpheme k.

ihe pOSition of tilne adverbia1s is '1el", free in Chinese
,;,'nt';'llces,

< The A$[? de here is not Perfective, so ;'t neither licenses
pr~'-Tl not' pre-o:--



Chapter 5

Non-'Jerbally Gove~'ned Topics (I?re-T2 & Pre-T))

Thus far 'lie ha'J~ disC'.ssed pl-e-S, pre-O and pr/S'-Tl which are

'Nill il'.'Jo:!s:i·:;;3lo:! ,,·....c .:,,~i:r ki~ds of "opic w~ich are not l)ovcrn8d by

':erb bul;. gcverr.ed by "he clausal predicate or determined by

;x~ssessL·e rela"i.:r.sl1ip, 'Nhieh

5.1 [>re~o!'::"i:r.al T·:)oic (Pre-'!"2)

call pr~-T2 and pre-T)

There is a t'jpe :': t~pic th"t is involved with pr~positions.

: call them prepositional copic (pre-T2). Som~times a pr~positiOn

is confused wit!l the vet"b, so I will first make a brief rev Lew of

"he history of prepcsitio!1s in Chinese.

5.1 1 PP ar.d V? in Chinese

Nost Chi"ese prepositions are deri'Jed from verbs in the

archaic language. The most common prepositions in modern Chinese

include~ 'atl in', £QD.9. 'fcom' I dui. ' tol for', £..!::l..i.Y.1! 'as for', wei

'for', !2i 'than', 2.!l 'according to',.:t.Q!!.!! 'with', etc. All of

these elements were verbs in classical Chinese (ef. It/ang (19621,

Yang (1963)). The underlined ·....ords in (lal, {2a! and (3a) are used
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(: I ~t, ;;t Ai ~~. (\'130g An-shU
Jj(~:'y 7.he za i zni
",t1t' po=::son be-at post
'F.'I>?:'-'/ able perSO:1 gets his post'

b. l'le, za~ Jianada ;~u'?:·:i

1 Til Canada sluey
'I study in Canada'

en a. ::Jt }~o 1in~~~g %e ~l~;ng ~i ~Ju (11 Sil

thef. foll'J'" X. learn emperor of method
'Th",n, (hel follcwed lunqing to lea::n the methods of
administration for t.":1e country'

b. ',Il)~ ::hongguo 1ai
r t'nm China come
, I come from China'

(3) a. Jrjn '1i tn {fiu ("/ei 'iing-wu)
door face cold river
'The door faces a cold ci'/er'

b. ::h0 ",F:ng<:uo ::lui ta blJ heshi
this work for he not good
'Tllj$ \",ol-k is not good tOr him'

i~v",n in moder:1 Chinese, some prepositions can be used as verbs with

the same mean:r.g as that in the archaic language. The prepositions

in tile \b) e:"lInples can be found as verbs in modern Chinese, as in

the following:

(,It H1ngtian j'i tian wo dou :a1 jia
tomorrow a day ! all be-at home
'! "'~ll be at home all day tomorrow'

(5) Zllangsan shisi sui £.Q..!l9. Jun
Z, fourteen year join army
'zhangsan joined the army at the age of fourteen'

{l; I Chu"nghu f!.!dl.-zhe gongyuan
window face ASP park
'The \~indcw faces a park'



S0me:i:'<'ces, it. :s :"lOt. easy t.:l m.:i"e a cl('ar dist.:Il.:tion bcl''''(!'~ll

~:-<;!posit.ic;,.s 3:1d verbs.

Th<;!re is a SC~t of s~nt·~n2e patte:-n cal~t:'d Sl2!ri,lt vl'rb

'C:l;,\struct':'ons (Li .. ;hc::lpson 1931) ·..·hieh allo\" t ....o vr mo!."e v~'rb-

'jb~ect st.r:;c::..:res to co-cccu:- in se:-ies in cne sentence. When a

prepositi-:l~ ·,.i:h it.s comp!e::tent. (PPl occurs b",fct-e a predicate

verb, t:;oe ?? of:":1 1..;':;;';'5 ll,:e a vet-b-objecl st!."UCl'.lre in ;;cri:ll

verb :.::cr:st.rUC:lons. Cc;n~"l,;:,.re ::J~ t::.ollo ....·irH,.

(":'J a. T<i:~ :~,::::-:~g·;,J1 :~"i Jiilnadal
he ::':::m China c:)me Canada
'fie Came to Canadil from China'

b. Ta [o.1nozhu Zhongguo] [gao jianshel
he r.el::o China make construct ion
'He :-.·=~ps Chin,;:,. to milk,,::, :::onstruct:'"ns'

T:-.e prepcsi:i':l;'• .£.:2..!l2. ',;i:h i:s compLement 'Chilla' appeilL" be[or'~ tlle

structure 'hel? Chin<3' in (7bl. The question of what is the

difference bet.·...een the underlined £Q..!!.2. 'from' and~ 'help'

has t,een discussed in the literature (\'iang 195<1, Lu 1955 ~nd l.i

1956, Chao 196a, Li " Thompson 197<1b, arn':lOg c,tt,0rsl.

Chao \::168) distinguishes PPs from VPs an the basis of

whether the phrase has an aspect, or 'l'Ihether it can s·!rve as the

main predicate. In terms of Chao, a PP, not a VP, shows a lack of

aspect, and a VP, not a PP, can serve as the main predicate, as

shown in (81 and (9) below:
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(;";I ·'~U ~~-g1JO zhonggl.:o] ! 13i Jianada) (e!. (7a))

he :r:om AS? C:Jina co:r.e Canada
('f.e ~",:r", Canada frem China' I

!b<J.ngz:-tu-gUQ Zh"ngguo] (gao jianshe) (cf. (7b»
r.'dp ASP C:hi.na m3ke construction
~.,,:p€'d C:J:'~.:: to make cQI',structions'

(,'I '''10 Zill! 2hor.g;;uo
I from C:'in3.
(' I alii [r':.m Chin.::.')

b. 'l'a ban'3zhu Zho!".gguo
he help China
'He helps Chir.a'

Tho prt:positic:n £.2llil. 'f::::lm' cannot: bear the aspect morpheme.2.!dQ in

un, ·... ~lj10 :1;.,. 'Jert~ 'help' can. {:'I (9) the preposition

,;"IIr,OL st.:.r,cl )5 cr."" he3.d of the predicate but t!le verb can.

In the "lew of Chao, :LQ.!lQ. ' ..... ith' in a sentence such as (0)

il',lj' b,~ a verb, because it can appear with an aspect. morpheme and

L~.,n ::;l3.:1d "IS tl',e :r.ain predi::ate 0: a sentence, as shc',m in (11)

(lUI

til) :ha:,,,san .Y..Q.!l9.-guc zhe-ba dac
:::. use ASP thisCL knife
'Zhangsan u.:;ed this knife'

IJ~t,~ ho\\'€\'~r th3t t~e pht'ase yl;lng zhe-ba dac 'with this knife' in

(l'J) inaI' app~ar :'n the initial position, which a VP can never do.

l,bt,ervt"! the t':'llcwing contrast:

\l~) a. 1Y.2..!:l9.. zhe-ba dao) Zhangsan sha-le wu-ge ren
with thisCL knife Z. killA$P fiveCL person

'tHth this knife, Zhangsan killed five people'

b. '!Bangzhu Zhongguo) to. [gao jianshe) (cf, (Bb))
help China he make construction

('He helps China to make construction')
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(131 • i 'lo:-.g-;t:c z:-:e-~3 ca'.: I :~..:i:'gs.'ln (c t (1 I ) l
'..:se A32 1:.:J':'sCL kr.i:'e z.

('Zhangsan t:s~d to:':", f;.ni:~')

3a.nozl"'.'J Zh:-r,a::.:uo 'help Chi:1a' is a t.'/pical VI' i.n ('hint?s,~, hefll:e it

may not appear in the 1:1:t1a1 p.:-s:tion 35 in (l2b). ~

i:1 (11), but '...her. t:-.er'o'! is an;:-~her "j? co-occul"rirJJ to Its ri'Jht, it

is a "P. ;"S a PP, \'ono ::r.e-ha dac 'with this knife' <;.10 ,'ppear in

the initial ?os':'ti,m as in (12.'1), but as a VP, it C,lllllot be

fronted, as in (:31.

: ass:..;:ne t:-:at :.:.r.~ ;..'c,ss~tilit.y t;;l app.~ar in the lniti.)l

pcsiti'J:1 is .;:-:'2 ,~: ':t:e ·j0~er:~ini:\Cl properties of ,1 Pl', so lhe

5.1.2 Topi;:: :'~:1..:tior. of PI'

dod i'.:.s o·..:n c~mple:ner'.t, :"1ar~"l schclars treat it as an adverbi.al or

it ffi:Jdifier of ::-,02 '/ern cr tr,e sent.e',ce. Li 1; T!1cmpsor,'s (\991 :360)

statement abo';t th:s issue is present:ed belo·... :

(14) CCJv"!rbs function as prepositions: a cov"!rb and its r,oun
fO:';n a phrase that t:lJdil.'ies the 'Jerb of t!l~ sentence.

Hu (1984:329) has a ~imilar vie'Apcint:

(lS) A prepositional phrase functions as ;; modifier of the
verb or the adjective. For instance:~ , for
people' i~ ~Iei renmiD fU'AU 'serve th09 people' is a
prepositional phrase 'Ahich is modifying~ , ser'le' ,

Before I comment on these points of view, I will examine two

relevant grammatical facts of the PP: the position of the PP in a
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1:1 ~.;,,;::., rr:cst cf t:le ?i?z which often take place in the medial

p0si':ion O::ilrl .:dso appear 1:1 the initial ~osition of the sentence.

Th~'::E: <ice a limited m:mber of PPS that seem onli' to take the

initi.:..l position, for ezalT',ple, some PPs with the prepositions

Quo,n'/tl 'with regacd to', l:..!:!..i:LY. 'as for' or with a comple:<

prepcsl-tional structure such as dana ... de shihou 'at the time

When ... ', etc., assholtmbelo'",:

( 16) a. rGuan'llJ! :>.he-oe went i, ',/0 mingt ~an gei ni dafu
with regard to chisel matter I tomorrow give you response
, "lith regard ::0 this matter, 1 ·.... ill give you a response
tomor~'o''''''

b.·?'~o auanVlI ::o:he-ae wenti rningtian gei rli dafu
I ',.;ith-r",gard-to tr,isCL matter tomo::row give you response
(' 1 will give you a response tamarro",' ·.... ith regard to this
mattBt-' )

(11) iL IZhi"llJ\ Lisi, '....orr.en yihou hui chuli ta de wenti
as-i,n L. we afterward can deal-with he POS matter
'As [0r Lisi, \~e ",'ill deal '.... ith his matter afterward'

il. '\'10111""n =hiyu Lisi yihou hui chuli ta de wenti
we as-for L" afterward can deal-with he POS matter
('Ar; for Lisi, we '.... ill deal '.... ith his matter afterward')

tiljl d. CD.'i.1101 '"~o hai shi haizi de shihou, women dianhua ye meiyou
·....hen I still be child pas eime "Ne telephone CM have-no
'At the eime when I was seill a child, we did not even
have a telephone'

!.:. 'Women d<lno wo hai 3hL haL,i de shihou dianhua dou meiyou
we when I still be child POS time telephone CM have-no
('At Lhe time when I was still a child, we even did not
have a telephone' 1

[t is obvivus that the PPS which occur in the initial

posltior. of the sentence !lave a relation wlth the whole sentence

rather than with the verb or adjective, irrespective of whether

they .He base-generated in the initial position or not.



In 3:::::E::'c;n, :.he p:-epositi::1S of the PPs th.lt can .:Jcc:lr In

the init:al p:.;i:ion a=e net always cbll.gatorn in th'" otht;"r ....vrds,

some NPs appearing to the left of t.he subject can optionall}' appear

with a preposit.ion before them in the sentence as shown in OOell,

(~7a) and {laal ab\ll..'e.

Since tr,e clao..:ses ~"llowing t.he underlin.ed 1JPs (or PPs wit.h

:.t.e prepositi"ns de~etedl in (16al, 07a) and (IBa) already contain

a subje::t and an obje':t, and t.he focus of the sentence falls on thl!

initial NPs, ! aSSL::ne that t!lese NPs are a type of topic in the

sent.ences, inst.eaj of a modifier of t.he verbs. [call them

prepositi':>:lal topics (pre-T2\.:

5.2 :he f :'c~:".si:".a c·r P::"!-T2

The verb :'n the conment. clat.:se '=If pre-T2 assi')ns th.:ta rolro-s

to its C·,..n st.:bject. and objeCt, so a pre-T2 does not have iI dil:~ct

relat.:',):l ';.0 t.~e 'Jerb, which is c!iffen:!nt from pre-5, pre-O and pre-

T1. as I :1a\'e discusse':i earlie::. Pre-T2 must. h.we its own

!icensot'"_

S.2.i Select:'o:1 bi' ?=edi,:ate

Chomsky (1')81:3&1 suggests that:

(191 If.1I, directly or indirect Ii' theta-marks B, we say
that theta selects B. A verb, ftlr example, selects
its complements and also selects its subject if it
participates in assigning a theta role to t.he subject.

This is called s-selection.

I have argued in 2.1.3 and 11.2,2 that a pre-Tl is not base

generated in the topic position but is moved from rhe object
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:i ir,c'.;' <> p"e-T2 is not assigned a theta role by the verb, it

is ;,,,t S-S01e~tec! b, the verb. Neither is the pre-T2 determined by

th'" prepositian, even though it is complement to a preposition.

Fo 110''/ing tt,,,,, idea in Chomsky (1986a: ~./ I that predic3c.ion

as~i.'~n thr,:ta role, I cLaim that a pre-T2 is s-selected by the

r:lausal prr.;>di.(.:dt.e, thus l:::e1ng licensed by the predication.

The predicate of a pre-i2, namely. cr.e comment clause, is a

C01Tlplete clal.:se' with a full inte:-pretation, Every clause involves

eme Ot" ;no~'e 'Jther el~ments such as time, space, instrument and

;Iboutn-:ss, ",tEl ,~ach of these clements can be expressed by an NP.

When such an tiP appears at the be~inning of the sentence, c}-,ere

lllust be a rrt<di.c.}tiO~ relation between the NP and the clause.

TIHl~, only with such a predication can an NP be related to the

cl<II:~at predicate. This NP is the topic of the sentence, i.e., the

pr0-T2.

'fh~!·€'forl.·, r claim that any complete clause 'Nith a full

iI1L",rpn~t"lti,)n has theta roles such as Locative, Instrument or

,\boutness, <lnd that these theta t:"oles may te assigned to an

.1ppro?riat~ pre-T2 t.o the left. of the clause" Thus, a pre-T2 is s-

selected oy the comment Clause, but not by any particular element,

0.':]., the verb or the pl"eposition. Observe the contrast:

(~O) Fana) Zhe-ba dao zhangsan sha-Ie wu-ge ren
wLth thi'" CL knife Z. killASP five CL person

'I'lith this knife, Zhangsan killed five people'

(:1) 3. 'Yono Zhe-ba dao zhangsan bei sha-Ie
l~ith thiseL knife Z. PAS kill ASP
('I-.'ith this knife, Zhangsan was killed (by somebody)' J



b, 'Zh'?-~a dac :~arl::Jsall t~i s~a-l-=

th':'~C!.. 1:.:-.i:e Z. PAJ kill ASP
('W~o:h :.r,is k:,,:i~e, :h3:,,:gsan wa" kill~d Iby somebody)' I

If the p=e-T2 'knife' :'n (20) \~ere selected by the verb 'ki.tl' in

t:'e comment clause, 'knife' i:1 (21) should also be gramm<1tic.ll

because io: is t.he same ':er::-, ,he ill-formedness of (21) shC'ws t.hat

the 9:::e-T2 is not .;elect.ed by ::.he \'erb. ~

Neithe::: is p:'"e-T2 sele-:::ted \;:1 the preposition, as shvwn i.n

(22) 'fone ::he zhar.o zhi Zhangsan zuo-le yi-<!uo hua
with thi2i CL paper Z. makeASP a CL flower
'~'hth the piece of paper, Zt"langsan made a paper-nower'

(23) Yona zhe-ba dllo :hangsan sha-Le wu-g~ ren
with t!1isC!... kni:e Z, ki.i.ll,SP fiveCL pet'son
'\H:.h t.his "nif.::, zh:tngsC::1 io:iiled tLve people'

(2'1) ,y.,na zhe zhano zhi Zhangs",n sha-le ·.... 'J-ge ren
·.... Lth tilis CL paper Z. ,.,LLAS? fi'·If:,CL f=.erson

":'Iith t.his piece of p3pe~", Zh.:lngsan k~lled fi.ve people'

In (22) and (2Jl the prepcsiti':ns 'jf t:-'e pr~~-T2s are the sarne .:L.2.!J..9.

'·.~':':h', but. th~ p:.-e-T2 in {22} is 'paper', wldle in (2Jl it. t5

'kni~e' The co:nment. cliH.:ses i:1 (23) and (24) are the sam':!, and

onl'1 allo·.~ 'this knife' in (23), nQ: tn (24) '!'his filct shows thilt

it is o:he ;Jr~pert.ies of the c~rnrne;1t. clause, not the pr,.~position

that a:.-e :.!:.e factor deter:nining.

5,2,2 Thet.a ~.ole and Case Assignment.s to Pre-T2

If the pre-T2 is select.ed b"j the predicate, how is it 1 inked

"~ith the predicate syntactically? Unlike the verb, as in (19)

above, a prep,.:>sition is requit'ed for a comment clause to assign a.

theta role to a pre-T2. As mentioned earlier, the preposition of
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time, so:ne:.r•.ing Ilke r:.he Eng.:.ish ill. in for chrE'E' day!"; therefore,

a clause cann',)c assign a Locative theta role to such a pre-T2, ev(>n

::haugh the clause itself allows it, as shown in (.28\ below:

(28) (no aoorooriate oreocsitionl 'San cian Lis! simi-Ie
three day L. sleep liSP

(' Lisi has slept for three days')

In Chinese, an NP such as san cian ' three da ..... s' in (28) has to be

a supplement at the end of a sentence, as ir. (29) \~hich has the D-

str... ctuce in DOl;

(29) Lisi shui-Ie~
L. sle~pASP three day
'Lisi has slept for three days'

(30) ll,SP"
1\

rIP AS?'
I 1\

Lisi ASP VI.>
I 1\

Ie 'iP NP
I I

shui san tian
sleep three day

Only 'Nhen r.he pre-NP is assigned a theta role through the

appropriate preposition can it be predicated by the comment cla'Jse.

Thus, the pre-T2 is then be assigned Case bi' the pcedication.

5.2.3 Sema:.tic Function of Prepositions

In this approach, a comment clause cannot assign theta ['oles

the p['e-T2 directly. Instead, there must be a m(:dium between

the assignment, i.e., the prepositions which restrict the semantic

intecpcetation for the pce-T2s. In this section I am going to

present an outlin~ of the semantic functions of some common

prepositions in Chinese with the ezamples for each case as follows;
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r,:':v".siti.C;:-l ~": -:,bligat.cr'l for 3 pre-T2 1:'1 D-structu:"e;

U51 S':'=ri' pre-T2 rnt.:st be preceded by 3.n appropriate
prepositi'.>o in D-struccure.

Every time that <1 comn~ent clause needs to assign a theta role

t.IJ .. pr~-T2, it must first choose an appropriate preposition in 0-

:;trl.lcture, then, it assigns the theta role to the pre-T2 through

ln~, preposition, '.... t,i.;h 5';111 has some verbal functions. For

i;1sL,nce, (27) is Lr:e j)-st~'.Jc':.ure of (26) as in the following:

(26) ~ wo zuahaa-Ie jihua
this thing I make ASP plan
, About. this tl-.in9 I ha'.'e already made a plan'

(27) ,:p
/\

pp C'
/\ 1\

? UP C ,\SP"
I 1\

gl.l2ini'U ::ho2- Nt> ASP'
sU I /\

about tr: is thing wo ASP '1P
I I 1\

Ie V NP
I I

zuohao jihua
m"ke plan

At the ~",vel of S-structure, the preposition is usually

,-'ptivn",l Si.l:<::~ th~ pre-T2 has already been assigned the tr.el:a role.

AS a result, every pre-T2 in Chinese allo',."s an appropriate

preposition preceding it in S-structure if it is not deleted.

If there is no preposition possible preceding an NP in D-

structure, the NP cannot occupy the topic position as a pre-T2,

even if the NP refers to time or space like a pre-T2. For example,

Lhen" is no appropriate preposition associated with a period of



Locative (time): ::a1 '<le/inicn'
cC'no 'since/frOln'
zicona ... yihou/yilai 'since'
dana .. shihou 'at the time when.
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(31) .ll.ill 1980 oian , wo laidao-le Meiguo
in 1980 year I corne .... SP An:erica

I In 1980, I came to America'

(32) IConal Zuotian women kaishi fangjia-le
since yesterday we begin have-vacation ASP

'Since yesterday, we have begun our vacation'

(33) (21cooo) Na vihou, women shiqu-le lianxi
since then after wo lose AS? contact

I Since then, ',10 have lost contact with each other'

(34) ~ 1'10 r.ai shl haizi de shihou, women dianhua dou meiyou
when r still be child POS time we telephone eM have-no
I At the time when I was still a child, we even did not
have a telephone'

Locative (space): :::al ' attin/on'
~ 'from'
yanzhe ' alonQ'

(35) .il.ili J:i.anada dajia bu bi :we:d zhengzhi
1n Canada everybody not have-to study politics

'In Canada, everybody does not. have to study politics'

(36} ...i1..9..!:U.. Tianjin dao 8eijing, women !wa-ie wu-ge xiaoshi
from T:'anjin to Beijing we spendASP EiveCL hour
'From Tianjin to Beijing, it took us five hours'

(7) (Yanzhel Zhe-tiao lu ni keyi qu tushuguan
along this CL path you can go library

'Along this path, you can go to the library'

Instrument: yono/na 'with'

(38} (Yono/Nal zhe-ba dao, Zhangsan sha-le wu-ge ren
with this CL knife Z. killASP fbeCL person

'With this knife, Zhangsan killed five people'

Aboutness' gU<lnyu/duiyu 'with regard to/about/for/to'
~.'as for'
.2J.!.i 'in/on/to'

(39) IGuanyu/Dui"{ul zhe ·....enti, '....0 bu ;dang fabiao yijian
about this matter I not want e;.:press opinion

'About this matter, I de- not ·....ant to e;.:press my opinion'
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(110) f~~d_'/ul l.isi, :.romen yihOU hui chuli ta de wenti
as-[~r L. we afterward can deal-with he POS matter
'I,s. for I.1si, we will deal with his mat.ter afterward'

10111 ..!!?!liL 9009z1;0, ta hen fuze
to work he very conscientious

'To his :.rork, he is very conscient.ious'

S. J The Licensino of Possessive Toole (Pre-i]l

Pre-i] is another kind of non-verbally governed topic in

Chinese. Similar to pre-T2, a pre-T] is followed by a complete

claUZB with a full interpretation, therefore, i~. is not governed by

the verb. It differs from a pre-T2 by the faces that a pre-T) is

nevC'l" preceded by a preposition in either D-structure or S-

stru<.:t'lre, and that there is a possessive relationship between the

pre-i3, not others, and another NP in the ,=omment clause.

5.3.1 Possessive Relationship

The trpical st=ntence with a pre-f3 is exemplified as in (42):

(421 zhangsan baba hen youqian
Z. dad very ~ich

, Zhangsan, (hisl dad is ve~y rich'

tn some literatu~e,' a sentence such as (42) is analyzed with

?hangsan baba 'zhangsan' s dad' as the subject; in other words,

'zhang<;an's dad' is an NP in which~ 'dad' is the head. The

~eason fo~ this view is that Zhangsan baba has a variant

zhangsCln de bat:a 'Zhangsan' 5 dad', so (421 is a variant of (43)

below in te~ms of this analysis:

(43) Zhanosan de baba hen youqian
Z. POS dad ve~y rich
, Zhangsan' s dad is very rich'



Ding (lHl) argues that it is baba 'dad' in ('12) that is the

subject of the predicate hen voualan 'very rich' instead of

Zhangsan baba, and that in (43) Zhancsan de baba is the subject.

His evidence is that we can put an adverbial in front of hobo' dod'

in order to modify the whole clause in (42), but not in (n):

(44) a. Zhanasan [shi sul ylqian] ~ hen youqian
Z. ten year before dad very rich
'Up until Zhangsan was ten, (his) dad was very rich'

b. 'Zhanasan [shi sui viaian! de baba hen YOlJqian
Z. ten year before ?05 dad very rich
('Up until Zhangsan was ten, his dad was very rich'}

So (42) would be bracketed as in (45);

(45) [Zhangsan] {baba hen youqianJ

following Teng (1974) ,. Huang (1982) treats such topics as

extractions from a non-sentential subject, in his discussion of

violations of the Left Branch Condition of Ross (1':16'). Under his

vie\~, the structure of (46..'11 is that in {46b):

(46) a. Zhang san, baba hen youqian (Huane 1982 516)
Z. dad very rich
'Zhangsan, his father is very rich'

b. zhangsan(, !~,. t 1 babaJ hen youqian

Z. dad very rich
'Zhangsan, his father is very rich'

I '""ill adopt this approach as a basis of my analysis for pre-T3.

The possessive rp.lationship is often distinguished into t.~IO

types: alienable and inalienable (Huang (1982), Glleron (19841, Xu

& l.angendoen (1985), Cheng & Ritter (1987) among others). But

whether a possessive relationship is alienable or inalienable is

not always a matter of consensus. Huang (1982:516) considers

kinship as inalienable, while Cheng &. Ritter (1967:67) do not.
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I ''''ill .assume ::hat the =elationships between the possessor

(pre-T)) and the possessee (NP in clause) constitute the following

three t'lpes;

The possessee is a fund.:omental part of the body of

possessor (part/bod.,,):

(47) 2he zhi ji chibang zui haochi
this CL chicken wing most delicious
, This chicken, its wings are most delicious'

(48) Zhp,-pian lunwen diyi zhano hen bucuo
this CL thesis first chapter very good
, This thesis, the first Chapter is very good'

In these sentences, "iJings' and' the first Chapter' are integral

parts of 'ch';'cken' and 'thesis' respectively.

S, The possessee is something the possessor may own

(ownee/owner) :

(49) Zhanosan £.iM!. bei ·cou-le
Z. money PAS steal ASP
'Zhangsan has his money stolen'

(50l Zhe-ae ren zhishi hen yuanbo
thisCL pe':"son k:lOwledge very profound
'This pe~·::on, his knowledge is very profound'

'~loney' in (49) is not an ir!t.egral part of Zhangsan but is owned by

~. Similarly,' knowledge' in (50) is the spiritual wealth

of a person who mayor may not own it.

C. There is a sort of human relationship (including kinship)

bet\~een the pcssessor and the possessee:

(SL) Lisi baba hen you qian
L. dad very have money
'Lisi, his dad is very rich'

(52) Zha~ daoshi feichang hao
Z. s~'pervisor very kind
'zhangsan, (his) supervisor is very kind'



All father3 have children and all supervisors ha....e students.

Nobody lit.erall~' o;"ns his/her counterpart in such a relationship.

Among the three types of possessive relationships, type A

(part/bodyl belongs to inalienable while type B (ownee/owncr)

belongs to alienable. t</hether type C (human relationship) belongs

to inalienacle or nOt, depends on one's approach.

5.3.2 Subject-object Asymmetry

Since the pre-T3 is a possessor e:<tracted from an Nt' where

the head noun (pcssessee) remains, it must be governed b~' the

possessee noun. Huang (198'1:563) assumes that:

(53) inalienable J:'0ssession nouns differ from other nouns in
that they obligatOrily assign a thematic role Pos:;essor
t.o an argument, whereas other nouns need not do so.

So the possessive relationship is a crucial condition for a pre-T3.

An important. question here is at what distance the possessee noun

can govern the possessor noun, in other words, from what pos ition

the possessor can be extracted to topic position, and whi'?

Huang (1982, 1984 and 19B7)1 claims that there is a subject-

object. asymmet.ry in Chinese, such that when the head of an NP is an

inalienable possessed noun, extraction is possible from subject,

but not object. position:

(54) a. Zhangsan, baba hen yc.uqian (Huang (1982:5161)
Z. father very rich
'zhangsan, his father is very rich'

b. 'Zhangsan, wo kanjian baba Ie (Huang (1982:516)1
Z. I See fat:her ASP
(' zhangsan, I saw his father')

According t:o Huang, (54bl is ill-formed because the possessor of
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'father' car: 0nly be interpreted as the subject ' I' but not the

topic Zhangsan. Huang suggests (p.516l the "closest NP around" the

possessee is the possessor.

The contrast shown in (5'1) abo\"e belongs to the type C (human

r~liltionship) of the pre-T3 sentences I discuss above. The same

facts hold for type B (o',.;ner/ownee) as follows:

(55) a. Ci ren jingshen kejia
~on spirit praiseworthy
'This person, his spirit is praiseworthy'

b.'~ wo hen peifu jinashen
this person I very admire spirit
('This person, I admire his spirit')

It is interesting that there are some exceptions to this

asymmetry, I where it concerns the relationship of type A. In such

sentences, a pre-T] can be e}:tracted from the object position as

well as from the subject position, as shown by the following

conttasts:

(56) a. Zhe-zhi ii, chibang wi haochi
this CL chicken wing most delicious
'This chicken, its wings are most delicious'

b. Zhe-zhi ii, 1'10 t:hi chibang
this CL chicken I eat wil19
'This chicken, I'll eat its wings'

(57) a. Zhe pian lunwen diyi zhana hen bucuo
this CL thesis first chapter very good
, This thesis, the first Chapt.er is very good'

b. Zhe-oian lunwen wo zhi kan-le diyi zhang
t.his CL t.hesis I just. readPER first chapter
, This thesis, I have just read the first. Chapter'

In the (a) examples, the t.opics are extracted from the SUbject

position, while in the (b) e:<amples,8 the topics are extracted from

the object position.



An i:np'::Jrcam. question is why the~e is a possessive

relacionship bec"een the copic and the c.bject in sentences such as

(56b) and (57b), where the pvssesso~·s can be easily understood as

the topics, but not in sentences such as (54b) and {55b).

attempt to discuss this phenomenona in the following sect ion.

5.3.3 Pos~essive Licensing Condition

Huang points out that sentences such as 15'1b)

ungram:natical beca'..!se we cannot interpret. a possessive relationship

bet.·Neen '::.he t.opic and t.he NP in object position. If the possessive

:::e13ci~nship is estabiished by adding anoth~r anaphoric pt·olloun'

plus possessi'.'f~ marker .s!2 before the object, the sentence wi 11 be

·.~ell-formed. for e:':ample, 161, and (62) below are the revised

s~ntences of ill-formed IS4b) a:1d (55b):

(Sal ~, 1010 kanjian~ baba Ie
Z. I see he POS fat.her ASP
'Zh3ngsan, I saw his father'

(5Sl) ~ 1010 hen peifu ~ Hna.c:hen
this person I very admire he POS spirit
'This person, I admire his spirit very much'

The fact sho'Ns ':hat the possessive relationship plays an important

role her<l. !n seno:ences such as (5Gb) cr (57b), where the

possessor can move from object position to topic posit.ion, the

possessive relationship must be type A, which I argue is much

stronge!: than type B and type C.

In l54bJ and (5SbJ which bear the possessivp.: relationship of

type B and type C, the possessors of 'father' and' spirit' can be

interpret.ed as either the subjects or the topics in the sentences,
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<,"'.::' iJZ SGrr,<:::;-:,:ii' t.:-,at ha.s no,: been mc:".tioned in the sentences (see

Xu r. Lang.,r,dcen 1)85) BUt. in the sentences (5Gb) and (57bl,

which have the relat.ionship of type A, the possessors of ' wings'

lind 'the first Ch",pter' must be tl",e topics 'chicken' and 'thesis'

rr~sp""cti'Jely, because 'dhene·;er ...e mention a pa,t/body relationship,

hoth the possessor and the pcssessee ~,ust be generated together.

Thu~, tht? poss~ssor of 'wings' or 'the first Chapter' in (56b) and

(57b) r;annot be interpreted as t.he subject I I' or someOne else. If

Lhe possessor tlPs are e;~tracted not to the topic position as in

(5Gb) and (57b), but t.o the medial position as in (GO) and (61)

b·) 10',"" ther~ i.s still :10 confus'.on:

e601 Wo 7.~",-c:rli ji Chi~!l9.

I this CL chicken eat. wing
'Tt.il> r.hicken, I ' 11 eat its wings'

(l5I) 1"0 zt,~ o:an lunwen z:-.i kan-le diyi zhana
I this CL thesis jt.:l>t readASP first chapter
'This t.hesis, I have just read the first Chapte='

I'll>? ,O!:·:amples show that the relationship between part and body is so

.'.:lroI19 that subjt~ct-object asymmetry does not affect its existence.

In t.h"! cases ',o/here possessor can be understood as the subject

<1.S w011 as the topic, the sentence will be ambiguous. Observe the

fclhlwlng cont::-ast:

l621 Zhe-zhi cou, ~ zhan-diao-le~
this CL dog I chop off ASP tail
'This dog, I chopped off its tail'

(03) 'Zhe <:hi cou, zhe-zhi mao yao-le weiba
this CL dog this CL cat biteASP tail
(' This dog, this cat bit its tail')

In (62) the 'tail' can only be interpreted as belonging to the

'dog' since human beings do not have tails, but in (63) the 'tail'



does nee: :J.ecessarily bel:ng t,) t!~e 'dog' si:lce ca::.s dlso 1M V\!

t3i1.,;.

Some L.mes t:-:e meanirlg or \'erb in the sentence helps to

establish t.he potential possessive relationship between the object

and the topic. For instance:

(64) a, ~Zhe-zhana zhuozi wo shang-Ie tu:'
this CL table ! hun ASP leg
('This table, ! damaged it.s leg')

b. Zhe-~hano zhuozi liQ zhi qi i..!1.i
this CL table I only pdint leg
'This table, I '.... ill .Jnly paint its legs'

The words tui ' leg' and~ 'hurt.' are used for both animate and

ir,animate cbjece:s in Chinese, so tui in (64al Cdn ambiguously be

int.erpreted as ei':.her 'table's legs' or 'my legs' have been 'hurt'.

!:1 (64b), ho~:-?ver, it is not natural to interpret an entiLy as

painting i-:s 0''';:1 legs, therefore, the possessive relationship with

the t.cpic is re3dili' es,:abl ished.

This case is strikingly similar to the ambiguity of obje';t..

mO'lement ! discussed in ).3.1 I assumed a semantic restriction

for the object mc';ement in Chinese, repeated b<.'!lo',i:

(65) Y is ,iQT allowed to move C( if A;?(X 'lerb, '{] can

prcperly be cha:lged itS ,";.['f 'lerb, Xl

Observe the ':ollowing contrasts:

(66) a. Zhanosan da-guo Lisi
z. hit !,SP L.
'zhangsan hit Lisi'

b. .!.l.ll da-guo Zha'losan
L. hit ASP z,
, Lisi hi:: zhangsan'

When the object Lisi in (66a) is topicalized to the front of the
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:;r'::I"J,f";':.' • .3.~d ·_h~ "eject Zh~:-.osan in 166bl is moved to the position

b"!tw,,:'.:n r;h~ subject and the verb, we get an ambiguous sentence as

1671 '!...isi Zhanasan da~:Jo

l.. Z. hit ~.SP

C' Zh6ngsan hit Lisi O~ Lisi hit zhangsan')

In fact, there are also t'"'O positions for the e;{traction "f

possessor NP from cbject position: initial position of the sentence

-,r the :nedial po;.it~on between the subjec':. and the verb, so we can

sa'! r:itt.er (56bl and (57.!)) or (50) and (61 I, T!'",e structuces are

slle',m as in the fcllowing:

(681 a. pc.ss€:ssor, subject V It, p::ossessee]

b. subje..:t possessor, V It, possessee]

Similar to the generali~ation of 1651, if the subject and the

IXJss~ssor in original P"Sitlon are substitutable in (68). the

t:xtr.;ll;tion of t~e possesso:" :'s no::. permitted. Tl":e ung:"ammatical

:>t:llt€'nces (54bl, (;501 and (631 can all be said as follows:

Ib9l a . .!:!2. ;.;anjian Zhanosan de baba Ie (cf. 154bll
I see Z. POS father ASP
'I sa. .... Zhangsan's fat.her'

b. Zhanasan kanjian~ baha Ie
z. see I POS father ASP
'Zhangsan saw my father'

POI a . .l:!.Q hen petft.: ci ~en de jingshen (cf. (55b11
I ve:"y admire this person POS spirit
'I admi re this person's spirit. very much'

b.~ hen peifu ~ jingshen
this person very admire I POS spirit
'This person admires my spirit very much'

Pll a. Zhe-zhi gou yao-le zhe-zhi mao de weiba (cf. (6311
this CL doc bite ASE' this CL cat POS tail
'This dog bit this cat's tail'



b. ;:he-:;:,i ::l.~O yao-le zhe-zhi nOli de weib,~

,:::i$ 1:1.. :::ac. bit A~? this CL dcg E'OS t ... il
'7r.is cat b:'t th:'s ecg's tail'

I'lhen tr..:! ::--::ss.;!$so::s in (a) s.;!ntences a~'e e;·;tracted to the init ial

position 3:ld t.he possess.')rs in (b) se:ltences are e~;tt'uCl\?d to the

posit.':'on '::ec,'e~n the subject. and the verb, we will get tho.:,

nonsensical sentences (S'lb), (SSb) "nd (6)) .

....ccordir.g co (6S), only if AO?IX verb, 'f] cannot be chan9.:!d .1S

,;,[Y verb: Xl, Y undergoes any movement to a li,~ensed positLon:

172) ". Zhanosan kar>-guo zhe-ben shu
Z. ::ead AS? this CL book
':ha:1g5an has re""d U'.is bcok'

b. ·;:he-ben shu "an-guo :::h:lnOS,ln
this CL D00k rea·j AS? Z.
(Makes no sense)

(73) a. Zhe-ben shu ZhanasCl('! kail-guo
this CL book Z. read ASP
'This booY., Z.hangsa:1 has read'

b. ;:hanasan zhe-ben shu Ican-guo
Z. this Ci. book read ;'.S?
, Zhangsan has read this book'

!n a sim':'lar fashion, suts':.itut':'on is not available to the

~:-ammatical sentences (56b) and (57b) (or (60) and (61)}:

(74) a. k!.Q. c~i zhe-zhi ii de chibang
I eat this CL chicken pas wing
'I eat this chicken's '.... ings'

b. 'Zhe-zhi ji chi~ chibang
this CL chicken eat. ~ POS '';ing
(:'>lakes no sense)

(IS) a. 1i.Q. z~i kan-le zM oian lunwen de diyi zhang
! just read ASP this CL thesis E'OS first chapter
'I have just read the first Chapter of this thesis'

b. 'Zhe-oian lunwe:'l zhi kan-le ~ diyi zhang
this CL thesis just read AS£> I £>OS first chapter
(I-lakes no sense)
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Thus, I aS5U::':~ the following ge...eraliz~.~ion developed from

16')1 fcr the e:-:tcaction of possessor from object position:

("161 A pc.ssessor NP in object position is NOT allowed to be

e:~tracr~ed if ~:.pl .....Nfll verb~ [,., otNP~ ~......._NPl

c ..n pr')perly be changed as ~[ :NP. ver~l '1'G...u",NP:

P"~<~..._fl? I

This generalization indicates that the subscir;utability of the NP

in subject. position and the possessor in ob:ject position is the

crucial reason for the ill-formedness of the pre-T3 from object

position. In fact, such an approach can also account for the well

Cormedness <;;f the e:.;tractlon of possessor I'll" f=om the subject

posttion. The NP movel"'lent in Chinese is always from the right to

the left. When the posse3sor Nt> in the subject. position is to be

,;:xtrac~ed, the t.opic position is the only rosition where the

posse.5sor tIlP can go, therefore, it is impossible for the extraction

tl create any ,;;,mbiguity.

Based cn Huang (:984), we can conclude that the pre-T3 is

licensed in its odgil,al posit.ion within an NP by receiving a

Posses.5or theta role from the possessee head. It then moves to the

topl..:: position, as long as the m.::.vement does not create an

,)mbiguity_ In Chinese, a pre-T3 can be extracted from the subject

pcsition cf the comment. clause to the topic position freely, but

call be e:·.;u-acted from the object. position only when there is an

unambiguous possessive relc:tionship between th~ object and the pre

T3, not between the objec'~ and the sUbject..
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footnotes to Chapter 5:

Li oS. Thompson (1981) call prepositions coverbs.

Since t.his thesis lays stress on preverbal NE's, I will not
discuss further the PPS where the pre-T2s are derived.

J i\ complete clause means the clause with a subject and il

predicate.

Tr.e contrast. of (20) and (21) proves that the pre-T2 in
(20) is nor. selected by the verb but does not explain why sentences
in (21; are ungrammatical. This is a question which remains to be
stl;died relating to passive. However, Chinese has the sentences
which are very similar to (21) but they are grammatical, as shown
below:

(il (Wei! Zhe shi, 2!langsan bei guan-le wu nian
because of this tl'\inq 2. BEl imprison ASP five year
'Eecause o~ this thing, zhangsan was taken to prison for
fi'le years'

Li (1956), Gao (1957) and Zhang (1959),

Teng (1974:467) menti.:ms a kind :>f "subject" which is
deri'lable by tvpicalization arJ deletion of the genitive mark(!r,

Huang (1984:563) ncces this e;~ception in footnote 33,

~ There is no special requirement for 5uch pre-T3s, For
sem:.ences (56b) and (57b), we can also say:

(i) ..Ii, ''':0 ;.;ihuan chi chibang
chicken I like eat ·..dng
'Chicken, I lii<e to eat wings'

(ii) Lunwe~, "10 tongchang ;~ian kan o31yao
thesis I usually first read abstract
'Thesis, I usually read the abstract first'

This anaphoric pronoun is simi lar to the anaphor I argued
in 4,2,2, because it c.J.r,not stand in the sentence without an
antecedent, For example, (58) cannot be said as the following:

(iJ ?Wo kanjian~ baba le
I see he/she/it POS father ASP
'I saw someone's father'

:0 Such an explanation is ;novided for the ungrammaticalit:!
of the example in (54b) Xu and Langendoen (1985), This is similar
to that in Huang (1982, 1984).
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Conclusion

Pre-NPs are an import.ant. phenomenon in Chinese synt.ax. The

st.ud, of such a topic deals 'ii'it.h a fairly wide range of dat.a which

are, of course, not all analyzed in t.his t.hesis. In this chapt.er

I 'Nill talk about some turt.her questions pertaining to the topic of

9re-IWs ,1S a conclusion to this thesis.

I classified the pr':!-NPs into five t:;pes in terms of their

different properties, i.e., pre-S, pre-O, pre-Tl, pre-t2 and pre-

1"3. In most cases, they are distinct from each ot.her as discussed

in the previous chapters, however, there

ambiguous structures in t.he classification.

occasionally some

A. pre-O is the underlying object appearing in the medial

position in t.he sencence. In cases where t.hen. is a possessive

"~lationship between the pre-S and t.he pre-C, the pre-S might also

be interpreted as a pre-T3. Note the following contrast:

(1) a. Zhangsan~ shuai-suan-Ie
Z. arm swing ache ASP
'Zhangsil.n swung so hard that his arm ached'

b. Zhanasan de gebei shliai-suan-le
Z. ?OS arm swing ache ASP
'zhangsan swung so hard that his arm ached'

Zllar.asan shuai-suan-Ie~
Z. swing ache ASP arm
, Zhangsan s ...'uog so hard that his arm ached'
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e:xample (ta) has two different counterparts: lIb), which shows Lhli!

possessive source, and (le), which shows the object d~rivalion. tf

Zhanqsan in (La) is regarded as being extracted from Lhe underlined

NP in (lb), it is a pre-T3i if 'arm' in (la) is viewed as moved

from the object position, as in (Ie), Zhangsan is a pre-So Hence

the following two structures are available to (Ia):

(2) a. CP b. ASP"
1\ /\

NP C' ASP'
I /\ /\

Zhangsan. C ASP" VP
(pre_T3)1. /\ /\

L NP ASP'
/\ /\

t. gebei ASP VP
1. arm I I

Tj ~~~~;-:~~~-lt

It is very interesting that these examples are simply

ambiguous in structure. Note that this ambiguity d.oes not cnla it

two distinct semantic meanings for the sentence. This is quite

different from the ambiguities I discussed in 3.3.1 and 5.3.3 wher:e

the ambiguous structures entail two contradicLor:y meanings, Lhus

making the so·,tence nonsensical. The following example shows Lhe

ambiguity of a pre-Tl, pre-O and pre-S:

(3) *Zhangsan Lisi da-guo
Z. L. hit ASP
(' Zhangsan hit Lisi I or 'Lisi hit. Zhangsan ')

In fact, there are two possibilities for both Zhanqsan and Lisi,

that is. Zhangsan is a pre-S or a pre-Ti, and Lisi is a pre-O or a

pre-Sl in other words, if Zhanqsan is a pre-S, Lisi. will

consequently be a pre-O, and if Zhangsan is d pre-Tl, then, Lisi

must be a pre-S. Observe such an ambiguity in the following trees:



(41 a. ASP"
1\

NP ASP'
I 1\

Zhangsan ASP VP
I 1'\

OJ

'Zhangsan hit. Lisi'

b.
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c.
1\

NP c'
I 1\

Lisi i C A~"

!'iP ASP'
I 1\

Zhangsan ASP VP
I 1\
e j V NP

I da!qUOj~i
hit

(5) a. ASP"
1\

ASP'
1\ v.

1\
NP VP

'Lisi hit Zhangsan'

b.

N.
I

zhangsan i

c.
f\

C'
f\

ASP·
/\

NP ASP'
I 1\

Lisi ASP VP
I 1\

e. V NP

I]da!quojL
hit 1.

The interpretation of (4) is precisely opposite to t.hat of (5),

but the word sequences of (4a) is exactly t.he same as that of (Sb),

and t.hat of 14b) is the same as that of (Sa).

This unacceptable ambiguity also exists in the possessor

extraction from t.he object. position. For inst.ance, t.he following

sentence is nonsensical because it has two ambiguous st.ructures:

(61
*~~~;z~t a~~ ~~;~h~L ~:~ br~~-*~p ~:t~a
('This dog bit. t.hat. cat's t.ail' or 'That cat bit t.his
dog's tail'I
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(7) a. ASP" b.
/\

NP ASP'
I 1\

gou ASP VP
dog I /\

NP

I
mao.
cat l

VP
/\

NP
/\

N
I

weiba
tail

cp
/\

C'
/\

ASP"
1\

NP ASP'
I /\

gO\\ ASP VP
dog I /\

e j I N~\
yao-le. N N
bit.e J I I

L- t i wet::l

(8) a.

'The dog bit the eat's t.ail'

ASP" b. CP
/\ 1\

NP ASP' NP C'

mal /\ I /\
VP

~~~i
ASP"

cat /\ 1\
VP ASP'
1\ I /\

NP mao ASP VP
/\ cat I /\

N N OJ V NP

I I I /\
t, weiba b~~;le j

N N
t.ail I I

t. weiba
1 tail

'The cat bit the dog's tail'

The word sequences of {7a) and (8b), as well as (7b) and (Sa), are

identical in S-structure but bear opposi te meanings to one anot.her.

The question of why some ambiguous st.ructures do not create

different meanings, while some create opposite meanings shows that

pre-NPs in Chinese are quite distinct. from one anal-her.

addition, there are some complex potential relat.ions among them.

This is a very interesting topic for the fut.ure study.
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Ross (1982) suggests t.hat languages can be divided into "hot

cool ~ cypes based on 'Nhether the medium process involves little or

active audience participation. So a "hot" language, e.g., English,

cannot drop pronouns in a grammatical sentence, while in a "cool"

language, such as Chines~, the pronouns can be easily dropped under

the right condition discourse. Huang (1984: 5341 says:

(9) One important type of explanation that has been
proposed to distinguish between "hot" languages
like English and French and "pro-drop" languages
like Italian and Spanish is based upon the idea
of recoverability and the observ(ltion, due to
Taraldsen (1978), that the possibility of pro-drop
in a language often correlates with the existence
in it of a rich inflectional morphology, in particular
a rich system of agreement.

According to the theory of Taraldsen (1978), languages such as

Chinese, Japanese and Korean should be the sort of languages where

is no pro-drop at all, since they have no system of verb-subject or

verb-Object agreement. However, as Huang points out, the situation

is exactly the opposite. Pro-drop shows up much more freely in

these languages than in some of the languages which have rich

ag reement system.

The free pro-drop correlates with the characteristics of pre-

NPS in Chinese that there can be many flexible NPs occurring in the

front of sentences, as I discussed in the very beginning of this

thesis (see 1.1). Thus, the interesting relevant question is why

there are so many NPs that can be moved so freely in Chinese

sentences, because in the light of Taraldsen (19'78), Chinese word

order should not be so fle:-:ible since it does not have an agreement

system at all.
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Pollock (1989) presents a new approach in the analysis of

traditional inflection, which is normally considered as one

constitue'1t ;'1ith t'..;o different sets of features, i.e., I±Tense,

.±.Agreement!. Instead, Pollock propooes that each set of features

is a syntactic head of a maximal projection, \.;hich are called

T (ensel l? and Agr(eementll? furt.her, Pollock argues that each of

t.he ma~;imal projections is a pocential barrier for certain types of

movements in both English and French (see also Guilfoyle, Hung &

Travis 1989).

In terms of Pollock's approach, we might e:-:plain the fact

that an object. does not r~adily move up to the init.ial position in

English or French because these languages have too many maximal

projections in the sent~nce. The simplest example is shown as

below:

(10) a. John kissed Mary

b. *Mary John kissed

The failure of object movement in (lOb) might be e:-:plained by the

barriers created by AgrP and TenP.

Since there are apparently no such projections in Chinese,

Chinese sentences would be relatively transparent for NP movement

to licensed positi':lns. As a result, an object in a Chinese

sentence is able to be either fronted to the medial position as a

pre-O, or topicalized to the initial position as a pre-T!o

Likewise, an NP can be extracted from the subject (and sometimes

the object) position to th~ topic position as a pre-T3.
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lis for che ASP" in Chinese sent.ences, it does not

constitut.e a barrier (or t.opicalizat.ion. The similarities and

differences between the ASP· in Chinese and the P in English

remains a topic fOr further research work.
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